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shoner works, written in a language a little bit closer to everyday English. Damned if I won't!-
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E.Q. Brief. The Q Dialectical Algebra: How To Use.

(0) The ~ Dialecticalldeography as an Heuristic, IntentionalfIntuitional 'Tool of Discovery'.

(0.0) A Note to the Reader. This Brief will be, indeed, unusually brief relative to the literature of the
Foundation so far extant. It will also, necessarily, therefore, be short on illustrations, and therefore, too,
somewhat abstract. You have my promise to provide, at a later date, a "cookbook" full of "'worked
examples'" of the uses of dialectical ideography -- examples mostly not treated elsewhere in the F.g.D.
writings extant so far, and, in many cases, elicited on a more mundane, less grandiose scale than are the three
main examples of this Brief. - A.D.

fA Note on Notation: We delimit major, formal hypotJ'e5e5 typically lUtua}. & denoted generically. here, by ellipsis dots, •...' - as

follows: •.• {though th~ majorily of Ih~ material, so mclo!~d or not, r~majns cOJIjt'Cluraf}. vs. [proven] tluorems, derived deductively

from explicit axioms, via ....... Single quole-marks enclose 'Klf-quotes' of our own co;nflges. Double quott;.marks enclose aact quotes
of oth~rs. Triple quale-marks enclose appro:dmate, parapIJrased, or re-i"terprefed quotes of olhers. Double 'angle marks', __.", enclose
Iloll-English words, tran~literated or rendered in lheir own alphabets. We use (1) an .:ar;thmQs>l of 'rflitilineIlTly-styled' id~ilgrams,

{~ D, ~. rlII-', IB, 8, [, :O},for tht! generic/minimlllly.interpreted dialectical ideography, (2) an «arltJIIIIQS» of'curvaceous', or

'Olrvilin~arly·styled' ideograms, {--3. ~. ~.............. S, c, n}, for that dialectical ideography as interpreted for systemalit:

dialectic as well as for 'mda-system-a tit: dialectic, and (3) an «an·tJII/IOS. of 'dia-gon-1ll', or 'tmgularly.styled' ideograms, namely, the
symbols-set {_. A. r '4:. )}, for that dialectical ideogrllphy as inlErprel2d for historical dialectic.].

A
(0.1) Step 1. Assign the inifUlI [hypo]thesis to g1'

Suppose iliat you have formed an initial [hypo]thesis, mnemonically denoted by g" as to the root, seed, or
originating/governing ontological category for the dynamical-taxonomic classification, and systematic
'theorization', of a universe of discourse that has already come to be known to you -- that has been
experienced previously by you n '!illsystematically', or "chaotically" [d. Marx].

Once you have identified this «archi» ontological category, or classification - this "governing source" or
-beginning" - you may then proceed to employ the Q arithmetic, its algebra, and its 'organonic algebraiC
method', as set forth herein, to 'solve for tire successor ontology' - to heuristically facilitate your dialectical,
[meta-]systematic ordering, theoretico-intuitive comprehension,. and scientific/,psycho-histor"ical' mastery of
that empirical/experiential material.

The first step is to associate - to "assign", or "interpret" - that initial hypothesis, or «archi» thesis, with the
A

first meta-number of the Q succession, namely, with g1' We denote that action of aSSignment by --

or
A
Q1 - thesis1

- making sure that what a stands for is, say, an alphabetical character-symbol, or phonogram, converted by
you, for this usage, into a 'phono-mnemonic ideogram', which abbreviates, for you, and Ire-minds' you of. a
definite meaning, or "intension", connoting, for you, a unified complex of determinations - of aspects,
attributes, characteristics, facets, features, or predicates. It should, that is, 'character-ize', for your mind, the
originating category of the domain of your experience which you wish to comprehend categorially,
systematically, and 'onto-dynamically' - in short, dialectically.

Scholium 0.1 - WheTMNer (lll(' employs the Q ideography as an heuristic tool tu re-expkn one's ecperlence of a given sub-toQlity, kr the
sysulfUItic n-cotfSJrw::ti"" of III domRiII or 1I1fiwrse ttl di5antrStI for that tulati.ty, one i$ by that practice entcrbining. at least implicitfy, an hypothesis
that the 5df-dn'dopmmt of thai domain,. and/ocol that mb-totallty, is ... spec-ill1~ of the gnrric- patkmoi~opmmfwhich the Q~
encode!i and codifies; that the domain in question. and/or the sub-tollllily in qucstiun. CMI be fittingly modeled oI.!I one which lit!lfJrotIops as an
'~_, '1l111lo-PemriC. IfrrMonie cotlStCJt#lfl~JlJfUI1..-',ie.. thai this domain', and/or this sub-toQlity's sclf-...onstruclion is a «Species_ of the Q
"gvoos_ - of the ..gmos... of "'dia/ectic'''. The u.se of this heuristic tool should be eo:pecled 10 be misguiding, or -!lH!·bol-lJWs>o, as wen a..\ .J.!:tl!!:!~boI-ik6s'lo,

lor applic.ation.\ for which this hypothesis is incorrect. The u.o;e of this "O!X<I1IQ7rlO should,. un IIr rontrllry, be expected 10 be ',uidanf, or "!M!!!·bol·ihis", as
wen as~l-ik6s.... fur those application.\ for which this hypotheloisis~.
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(0.2) Step 2. Insert the initial [hypolthesis Symbol into the Generic 9c- 'Self-Iteration' orrnula.

rite out as follows:
(19. _ -

(0.3) Step 3. 'Self-iterate' the initial [hypo]thesis for,; - 1.

[ Note on otation: For their usage herein, the ideograms listed below may be defined as follows-

'.' stands for the word. "implies";
'.' stands for "equals by definition";
'.' denotes a generalized addition operation, inclnding both the heterogeneous and the

idempoten - opposite extreme - cases;
'c:-lJ ' denotes the operation of 'ccaufheben» self-negation' - IIIthe dialectical operator" par excellence;
, I denotes the 'qualitative meblfinit:e-differencmg operato or 'ontology-incrementoT', and;
'181' denotes a generalized multipllcation operation, namely, 'dialectkal pToduct-tionlJ.

Write down: 't' • 1 ~
(19. _ a~ - II a ]12

1
- II a ]12 - a[~]1 - ~II a]l -

A A A
alB a - a • lIa.(1 • lIo: II gao; -

21 2
thesisi [ thesis1- - - ~ -

thesisi • []thesiSi - thesisi III contra-thesisi • antithesis~sumi- A- 21 A 2 A A A A A

't' - 1 => 9.c- ~ - [ Hi ]I - I[ Q1 ]I - lIi [ Hi ]I - ~[ Hi ]I - Qi ti!3Qi

A A A- A A A- ~h III -lli - Q1 IB Qi+i lIi III Q2'

Thatis, apply that 'generalized multiplication' rule of the role - stem 0. which we call the '«aufheben»
elJolute. product ruleJ. That rule, for an • atural" umbers i, m, and n, uch that i + m - ", ie., for any

three numbers in the ensemble, or 'ideo-«arithnws»', denoted by • {1, 2, 3, ... }, prescribes the fonowing,
A A

generic, algorithm, which 'anthmetidzes' the operation of the conservation of 11m by R
t
, plus its 1 elevation-

A A A A
Rm IB Rt +m - Rm III Qn

- whi~ for the special ca e of the' eli-«aufhebetJ»' operation wherein i - m, as above, for I. - 1, becomes -

- remembering that, for any "Natural" umbers m, and n, m .. n impli that the unit-length, directional
A

line-segmen representing lim in the geometrical model of NQ, i.e., in the 'analytical-geometric spa e' of ~Q., is
A A A A-

perpendicular to the one representing lin' or Rm.L On' and that Hmis then non-qualitatively different from
A A A A A
lin' i.e., that Om is thus qualitatively different from RI\' or Am t Rn· The sub-rule of the rule of Q 'generalized

A A
addition' for the c~e of 'non-homogeneous sums', or 'heterogeneaus sums', holds, for that reason, that Om III Q",

A A
cannot amalgamate, or reduce, to an: x such that X is in ,i.e., uch that lIxis inNQ. Re-expressed via the

-:iJA A It. A
ideogramic shorthand of symbolicformal logic, this sub-rule becomes [ X E N, :. +J gll. E g I lim On - Ox

ote ho the .Q product-rule achieves an 'ideographical mimesis' of Hegel's «aufheben» operation of qualitatiue
transformation!elevation/conse-rvation, thus making each 0. 'meta-number' an «aufheben» operator.
£.Q. Brief. fhe Q Dialectical Algebra: RoUl Tv Usc. {v.i.0] 2 Di lri!->ul.. i -'11111 .dill. by Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectics



A
(O.4) Step 4. Contemplate/Calculate the Connotations/Intension of first co1dTa-thesis term, assigned to ~.

e t, contemplate the possible ontological, qualitative, categorial, OT taxonomic, 'dassificatorial' meaning, or
A

connotation, of 'delta-a I, []a, or D...a' in terms of your experien of the sub-totality, and universe of
discourse, you are re-exploring, and:in enns of your mental perception of your <-<aTche», mnemonic,

A A
intensional/connotational symbol, a or go.' Expec that the onnotations of g(la will be, in some way(s),

A A
contrary to those of go., 'intensioning' some determinations opposite to those of go. for some of the key

A
characteristics of go. or a.

A A
A you come to an intuitive grasp of this 'oppositional addition' [........] aspect of the addition of ga and gao. -

contra-thesis1 •
A A

- with go. denoting your '<-<archi» thesis' and gaa denoting its first 'contra-thesis', frame a ne , singular
'abbreviative ideogram', a univocal, mnemonic lIl1characrer[izing]- ym.bollll, or 'intuitive literal', to stand, more

A A
meaningfull ,in place of Oo.a' to record your own advancing cognition of the potential meaning of gao.' e
will denote this new symbol, here, per the generic-descriptive purposes of this section, generically, by i!., a

2"
that the categorial self-pTogres ion modeled by [ a D so far, to't - 1, looks like this--

a -
- such that a ........ i!. denotes the first 'antithesis-.2m!' emerging from the connotations of the 'first thesis', a,
now explicitly superposed with, and counter-po ed to, those of the 'first contra-thesis', denoted b J!.

(O.S) Step 5. 'Sell-iterate'the initial [hypolthes' for't - 2; apply the Ittrnle ofadditive conrmutationlll twice~.

a~
a 2" z2 2 2 2

rite: 't' - 2 ~ - Q;z - a - [aD - a - a .. alBf! -
alBf! 181 g,1If!:O - I[a i!. allli!. - ...-:I[ a III J! - alllf!:OIll[] allli!. -

I[ a III f! :0 III [.f![ a D III J!I[ i!. :0:0 :0 1[1[ a III J! ] IB
A A- [ a III gila D II I[ .f! III g~1l ] -

contra-thesis1 181 thesis1 ........ contra-thesis1

-
-
-

thesis1 ........ contra-thesis1 2

contra-thesi~

.. I[h .22
- t eSlS1 -

contra-thesis1

2~-

-

contra-thesis1 -

l[[thesis1 ...... contra-thesis,] ........ []I[thesis, ,.... contra-thesis,]] =

I[ I[thesis1I11contra-thesis1]III[contra-thesis1181[thesis1Dlllcontra-thesis1~I[contra-thesis1 ]] -

thesis1 II contra-thesis1DIII[thesis1 III gc.ontra-the is, lhesis III contra-thesis, III gc.ontra-thes- c.onuw-lh . D 

It thesis1 HI contra·thesis1 thesis1 III ~1c~ontra-th • thWs HI contra·thesis1 IB gtODm-thesis, c.onlnl-
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[thesis, Ii thes's, Ii contra-thesis, EB contra-thesis, EB gco I1'Hh is,th~~ EB geoatn-thesis,colltra. -
th · th- A A

eslS, EB con ra- eslS, EB !I 0 tn-tlfem, thms EB geoatn-them. COD in-til •
thesis, Ii contra-thesis1 EB uni-thesis, Ii contra-thesiszll •

first synthesis Ii second contra-thesis • synthesis-sum, Ii contra-thesisz • antithesis-sum2

-

-
It. A A
Q, Ii ~Iz Ii 3-

A A A A
!I, EB g2+1 1I1B !h IB g2+2

A It. It.
Q, 1II!1z Ii lh-

A A A A
l:h EB!l2 EB gz g,

..

That is, apply the "additive idempoteney" sub-rule of the rule of 'generalized addition' of the ru1 - stem. £1..
'That sub-rule, for any Number kin. {1, 2, 3t ... }, holds that--

It. It. A

Qk IB gk - gk'

Apply also that more general sub-rule of the 'generalized multiplication' rule of the rules-system Q which we
caIl the non-distributive multiplication sub-rule of the '«Qufhebetl:» eoolute product' rule. That rule, fOT any

"aturala umbers k, II m, and nl such that k < £ < m < n, ie., for any such four numbers in the

arithmns» 1 pI cribes the following, generic, "on-distrilndive algorithm for generalized mulfiplicatum
o er gen.erali ed addition, in which only the 'meristemal' or "'vanguardUt ontological category, here denoted
A It. A
gt' of the 'sum-operator' or 'sum-function'l here denoted 9 k lB!lt ' is required to cCaujhebetl»-subsume the

A A
ontological categories constituen of its 'sum-operand' or 'sum-argumen , here denoted [gm Ii n

-
-

A It. A It. It. A A It.
gn Ii !In Ii gt+m Ii gt+n .. [gm III gn Ii gl+m Ii g[+n ].

This general sub-rule, of poly-qualinomiJl1 multiplication, and, Sped fieally, of bi-tpUllinomial multiplication,
becomesl in the special case which e have encountered abovel in hich k:= m and t - n, the following -

[

- -
-

A A A A
gk II !It Ii Q[+m Ii .[+[ 11.

[Note on ota.l:i.on: the Ideogram 'E' stands for the phrase '"is an Element 0 .]

g..Q.Brlds. TheQ Dial til.alAlgdna: 110 To - Iv.1.0] 4 Foundation Encyclopedia D ectica



Scholium 0.5 - Observe, via your experience of Steps 0.4 and 0.5, the two parallel, but quite contrary in
content, 'streams of symbolization' that issue from either side of the '-' assignment symbol, as, for each

2'" A 1~

successive value of't E W. {O, 1, 2, 3, ... }, we write, and enact, the recipe 1a D - I: g1 D _ One
stream, the 'stream of symbolization' for the right-hand side of the '-' symbol, above, is strictly algorithmic,
mechanical, and both minimaIly.interprctcd and minimaUy-meaningful. The other stream, the 'strea.m of
symbolization' for the left-hand side of the '-' symbol, above, can be massively interpreted, heuristic,
intuitive, rich in ill tension/conllotation/determination; as replete with subjective meaning as a given user's mind
can make it, per the degree of 'upworking' of the user's experience of the domain of discourse in question,
and/or of the phenomenology of the sub-totality in question, that is cognitively extant and available for
association with/assignment to the symbol !!: (Within the algebraic '¥f"'ridty' of this Oth ~tion's general instructinn.~ the 'stream

z· z· z·
ofsymbvlivlficm' Wring from the left-hand side of I!!) - I 9,) ,namely, from I!!) ,may not appt"u much less -algxithmic" than thai i55uing

"from its right-hand side, namely, from I 9,) . The fuller 'S(!manboty' of the left-hand side may be experienced by you. ffiOll." Cllrtvincingly, via the

"'~ of the examples which fuIJow, bdow, in Sections 1, 2, ;uui 3.1. The point called to your attention now, via this
Sc.holium - for fuller demonstration later on - is that the strict, unvarying unifonnity of the right-hand side

i' It. 2'(
of 0:: a]l -I Q1]1 is designed to provide its user with a stable guide to the gelleric structure of dialectical
self-progressions, while the potentially illjinite diversity and variety of the left-hand side is designed to
provide the user with a method of expression of potel/tially universal applicability to all of those specific
phenomenologies which 'instance' the generic dialectical process .

• Thus linking of the intuitive with the rigorously algorithmic i~ ~lated to the matlleJllatico-sciL'Iltific methodology of 'Din/utica' M,tR·Axitlm.atics',
which F.g.f2. advocates as the standard for Marxian, Dialectical Science, including for the 'psych[e]u-hil;torically' expanded Science of Mathematics.
'Dialectical M ..u-Axiumuncs' "aufhebnl»-coMerVes, without apology, Ihe full rigor of furmal-logica.l/mathematical-logica1 deductive pruol", of
<lT1aStimd» 01" "'diJmoeHcw, reason. within eacl\ Axiorns---Sy5teDl of the COdcl-Incompleteness-driven, 'GMelian·idP.O-dialectical' scll-progrest>ion of
A.:cioInrSystems. which self-progre>sion con..~tilules the GOdclian Mrta-5ystem for those Axioms-Sysl2m.~. But it a150 appliC'i dialt.'•.:tical reason in the
t.!:l!!!l.-deductive ralm of lhli! necessarily --.deductive derivation/determination of the po56IOIe Axioms, and to the~ ;ustificnH9f! of the
choice/selection of Axioms (rom ;ummg thul;e po!i5ililitie;. Moreover, it applies dialeclical klgio: also to the "'/fUj1rebnta transitions Iltn£!!!! pairs of
A~ems,frou, pm}rtrSliOr Anoms-Systtm to its "'COlI5QfNttit/lt D"-nlion"" in tlu'o SlICIl')Wr AriOlllS-SY5fm1, both «~bDt-aJFt-'iUf1i1tgthe Axiofm of
1Mp~ A.riom,...~ystnn in the AxiovI5 of tilt §IllZZ55Dr Arionu-5yWm, while~ addift&, via~ '''trrmsjmll4tion,,,/ ...dwtlliort'', the new
~ Axiolns, and the new 'illtD-Dnttion' that !hl:'y unplcment,. whicl\ renders ·decidable", within Ure SUm'SSOl" A.riu_Systtm, the
"urnlL'Cidable· propoeitionsof tht:~rA.rioms-.s~, which Walithus GOdeJ-lncomplete with~t to (atleasl] tllOSl."propositions. E.g.. itfonns
new kinds of -number" concepts. able 10 solve the diophantine equations that are un.dvable within the number 'ideo-ontology' of the predecessor
~Iem - the equalions the unsoIvabilityof whicl\ is asserted by the undecidable pmpositionsol that pnodeces:llO!"Axioms-~ III'onm the5e
new, highe!" kinds ofnu~ as new kinds//og'ical-/yJrS of.wt\. gwditRtiuel!f, irko-ontologically diffqmt from the predece5l5Ol" logical-types of sets.
wilhin the ·powcr-:iet" «aufhebnta 'sefj-fntn7Wization', or '~ption',of thul;e .sets of the predecessor Axiorn!o-..'iyslem':; 'ideo-ontoklgy' which
n.~ted the highest horU:on of the number-c:oncept extant WIthin that predece:;sor 'ideo-<ontology'. This~~ process ll'I1Uers the truth of the
formerly undecidable propositions ,mnNlh1e via the new L'Omprehl!ru;lon Axioms added to form the n~'-Axioms-subsctof the ~"UCCt55OI.Axiom!rSystem,.
and also render.; the formerly unsol.vable rJiophantine equations~ within the SUCCe5I5OI" Axioms--Sysrem,. using the new kinds/Iogial1.t~of 5el~,
defining the new kinds of numbers thus "aufheben>o-created within the ~u~ces:;or AXicxns-Systl=.. That is, 'Din/teticel Meta-Axiomatic<' drops the
pn:!lencp thai each Axiom in the Axiorns-set of an Axintns-Syslem can always be "self-evident·, and uniquely-determined, wilh no possible alremative,
contrary Axiom(s). By this pretense, the dimenslcm of dialectical rei\S011 -- of the non-dedl/divt Ikrlpqtion of multiple candidales for a given key Axiom.
and of the lUstitimtien of the selectiOIl of one Axiom from iIIa.lng those multiple candidates - h.l.~ fnr g:, long bren dogmatically denied {t'lltr sin« /lIato for
the ICnti-diakctiClll Inditions of ClOttU-mia, for wltid, the Ow-lImt"' Dark Agt"S htlW IltWT yet tndtdTJ 'Dialt'ctiad MJ:!.s.-Axigmatics' admits that axiomatic
'altemativity' veritably abounds, and that Axiom-choice needs to be justified dia.1P.<:ticaUy, that is;, "'self-reflpively''' and "'self-reflHxiyely'"', in light 01
each candidatE! Axiom's consequencl-'S in the context of the ~thmos.ofAxic:»'r6 - 01 the rest of the AxDns -It is candidate 10 join, and in light 01 the
purpcw"5 {Of" which the~temit is candidatE! to join is being designed The~ exampiesof such 'altemativity' - of the·~e·or
G6del-,lMIuiJability oi key Axioms with respect to the rest of the Axic:lmri of a given Axioms-system. - include lhe choice of the Euclldnn or 'fifth
A.ma', the P.nillds PoshlJak, versus one of ils JXB5i*" contraries. kit the Axioms-System. of Euclidean Geomc.>by vs- those of the Non·Eudidean
G<omelrirs, and the choice of the Cantor Gnr.ntlizld Contimaaa Hypolhests, V5. one of lIS poRble c:onlranes. and/or of the Ariom OfOoma, vs. <De of its
paiI5ihIe Cllrtt:raries,. kit~eDlSof TN:uries ofTotalit/a (-set Thtories"l. 'Di4hctical Mrlll-AriOJlUCtia' Uio rejects any pretence thatjirst tlrdu
~ have bulone~,•...fr¥one:-1". unique "interpretation-, or"nvxJe" an old dogmi> that has been refuted both by the ll'twP.nheim
SkoIem Theorem,. and by the first rmlcr co-appJ:icability oi the G6del(synlactica:!] Compk.'Wness 1beorem and the GOdel Isemanlic.1l]~
Thet'lT0n. 'Di4hc:ti",1 M ..ta-Axionwtiff' grasps the 'inlra-duality', or 'intra-multiplicity', of the 'interpretability' nr 'modelabilily' of a tJvcnftr.>t order
~ u • potential «Mchb, for a 'Illdasystml-alic: cliaIe<:tical', categorial-progressian', 'Axioms-Syst~-p~' exposition, and
tllillectical-algebrak modeling, of the alternative models of that fust order AxioIrJs.8ystern. "'D~/y"', ~twf"rn each predece9BOC/SUcCessc::w pair
ofAxioms-Systerns, the methodology of 'Dju/rrtif4f MUs,-t\xjomgtifl' practices an expository, pedagogical diJcipline, which uses an heuristic,
intuition-involving, "inlensional· derivation of the self-RIt/ht'btn>t self·proerf>SSion ofAxiolns-S}'j;tems - of the AxIoms-Meta.o;ystem. '''Synchroniccdly''',
wltl,i.. each, progn:ss.!ve, Axioms-System contained in the Axioms-Me/Qsyst,.,n, 'VialrdiCllI Mttn·AxiollllltiC$' ju~tj(jl:'S the Iheon:=5 implied by that
Axiocn:;-Syslem's AxiomT<:oUective via rigOrou.~ deductive logic. TI10SC theorems are aJso justified, and explained com:cptually and intuitively
(.~riffii"'kri"'l,without apology. Indeed, the main expoliitory narrative, in a work of 'Dudtttical Ml'tIl-Axiumuliq', may be the inlllititlciamll7'tual
apusiti01l, with the parallel5tream of formal-logical rl/gorifhmic/mtchaniOt/ deductive proof which may often l'Ompe1 the mind to assent to a p~tion
without romprehetl5ion - (onsigned to the End-Notes or Appendices, iI5 a necessary vc.>rification check on the tollctphull/intuitil:l£ IUlnvtive's Dow Or
~ ofclaiJN/a.~but with bridging. interconneclingcommentary ~ "'transvetSilb'" and asides -lin.Idngfrom thetleJiJlrliDe proofs 10 the
IJllntsiorwl~nl"ilitle lIUmltil:I£, and &om the irI~-IlI'lUisliqfntllitivr....FnIhvt to the kdudit:le prtXJft, whenever and wherever such
Ulb.:n'tmnexims can be profitably 'explidlized'.•
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elf-critique or immanent critique
It.

of the category ~ or gil' and

The Q ideography is, as we have noted, an ideography of "'intensions''', of "'connotations"', of implicit
meaning, rather than an ideography af '''extensions''', of "'dellotatiollsUI

, of explicit lists of elements. Of the
interconnexi.on between extensional and intensional representations, Leibniz wrote as follow, in his -l!1£.
E ay on Humtln Understanding: liThe common manner of statement concerns individuals, whereas ristol1e's refersI3~ to ideas at"

universals.. to-w-hen I saywuy ml1n i an am", 11:mean ihataD lhemen aremcluded ilIIIOIlf;>talllhe animals; but at the same time r IJIE!.Dl tha the idea
of animal· included in tht' idea of man. 'Arwna!' clllllp,i5es 1IIDre individuals than 'man' does,. but 'man' comprises IJIlX'e ideas or 1JllJni! attn1m (e.g.,
mall! detemtinations - F.~Q.J; one has mare instmces. the other more degrees of realil:y; 0IlI? ha!. the F"M extensimJ. the other the greater
in . II. rtr.lnslalEd and quoted in Wolfgang Lenzen. InOniz's 1Dgi • in Dtw Gabbly, John oods, edi.tols, HRtUlbook of the History ofLogic, vol
TIll Rig orMation l.ngi.c {mm 1Li1miz ttl Frqr...~er, : 20011 p.ll, mrp1lasis as morigimd].

A
(0.6) Step 6. Contemplate/Calculate the Connotatio /Jntension of the.f:irH. uni-thesis, assigned to ga'

A A
ext, try to conc.eptualize the combinatory connotation suggested by the symbol gila - !h Try to arrive at

a univocal abbreviative chara ter-symbol that characterizes, for your cognition, the category of "complex
unity" - the 'unified complex' -- which integrates the contrary connotations of the categories i! and a - the
inluitive unification that we will here denote generically by 1.

It.
(0.7) Step 7. Contemplate/Compute Connotations/Intension for the second contra-thesis, assigned to g4'

Likewise, try to conceptualize the 'self-eombinatory', self-confronta tive

embodying category, arising from the 'self-re£1lxion'/'self-I~xion'
A A

suggested/connoted by the symbol I!f!. or gll~ - g4'

e will here denote that catego generically - algebraically -via the literal variable~ such that-

- A

gila
A

gill! - a

A
a ~ t!. ...... gjm ..... D~ - i! rl&---' 1. ...... §. -

O:thesis1 rlH--' contra-thesis, ..---lB-' uni-thesis1D contra-thesis2

Th 'poly-qualinomial l sum, above, we term, again, the lsecond antithesis', OT' eeond antithesis-sum'.

2'1:
The categorial self-progression modeled by 0: a D from"t' - 0 through "t' - 2 thus look like this:

a
A A A A It.
g2 --3 g1 riD-' g2 rlII-' g3 rlB-' g4

Scholium 0,7 -- The Q ideography, as «characteristica universalis», does not deliver a single, monolilhic,
certain, and incontrovertible truth, «4 !a)} l.e1bniz' oft-cited desideratum, recently re-evoked as follows -

n•••Letbniz was looking for a "universal cl1aracteri ti "by means of which he hoped to become able to
apply the logical calculus to arbitrary (scientific) propo itions so that their factual truth could be
calculated in a purely mechanical way. This overoptimi'itic idea wa expres: ed in a famous passage:

If this is done, whenever controversies arise, there will be no more need for arguing among two
philosophers than among two mathematician . FOT it will uffice to take the pens in hand and
to sit down by the abacus, saymgto each other (and if they wish also to a friend called for help):

t ca1culate." [p.1, Olfgan Lenzen,. l..dbniz's Wgic, op. cit.. o/lplUl5is as UI original}.

Rather, in line with the revelations - since Leibniz' life - of the axioms-Telativity of logical and mathematical
truth, of axiomatic 'alternativity', and of inherent axiomatic incampletene , that began, no later than the
discovery of the non-Euclidean geometries, and continued with GOdel's and Cohen's work, the Q ideogra hy
is a dialJ!ctical {(characteristica universalis» which accommodates and embraces 'alternati'Vity'.
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(1) Example 1.: Historical Dialectic - The Dialectic of Nature [The «Aufheben» Self-Progression of Natural Systems].

Suppose that you are working out, and working up, a model to reconstruct historically -- and 'retrodictively'
/ predictively -- the self-construction of the total cosmos -- of cosmos, or «physis», as ultimate totality -- in
terms of the putative human knowledge-data thereof which is extant at this time, or which you have
experienced up to the present time. Suppose further that you believe that the onlological category ['onto'J that
you name "err-nuclear units" or "err-nuclear «monads»" -- the antic category of those apparently discrete units
of mass-energy which, you believe, arose into existence, in the history of nature, prior to the arising into
existence of atomic nuclei -- is the ultimate '"ancestor''' category of all the physical categories that
contemporary science can discern. Suppose, finally, that you hold that this general category -- or «genos»
category -- comprises a finite number of 'sub-«genos),', or "spedes", sub~categories -- perhaps those of
"photons", "electrons", "quarks", "mesons", etc., perhaps broken out further into 'sub-sub-species' for, e.g., the
«monad» and 'anti-«fftonad»' variants of each sub-species, e.g., electrons vs. "anti~electronsll ["positrons"], etc.
Let us 'phona-mnemonically' denote this asfar-as-now-known "ultimate-ancestral' '«physis»-ontological category',
or 'physio-ontological ca tegory', of "pre-!!uclear particles" by the character-symbol, or a.-algebraic ideogram, !1
connoting, for us, that «genos» of species and sub-species.... Let also take!! as denoting the specific '«arche»'
for our histprical-dialectical model of the history of nature as that of a 'multi-antic archeonic consecuum-cumulum'.

A
(1.1) Step a. Assign the ontological category for the physio-«arithmoi» of "pre-!!uclear monads" to 91'

A A
First let's "interpret" Q by or "aSSign" Q to our n: a. n--, -1 ' -1'_

write:
A

91 - n • «archc» • onto1 • first onto. pre-nuclears.

[Note on Notation We use (1) an «arithmos» of 'rectilinearly-styled' ideograms, {--3, [J, ~, ...-lJI-', .III, lEI, [, ]L for the
generic/minimally-interpreted dialectical ideogmphy, (2) an «arithmos» of 'CllroaceouS', or 'curoilinearly-styled' ideograms,
{-9, ~, ~, ........, $, &, «. n, for that dialectical ideography as interpreted for systematic dialectic as well as for

'meta-system-atic dialectic', and (3) an «arithmos» of 'dia-gon~l', or 'angularly-styled' ideograms, namely, the symbols-set
{-, A. ~..............., ~. (. )}, for that dialectical ideography as interpreted for histomal dialectic.]'

(1.2) Step b. Insert the mnemonic ideogram denoting the "pre-nuclear «monads»" onto into the Q. 'self-iterator'.

Second, let's insert the 'phono-mnemonic ideogram' denoting the 'onto', i.e., the category of '«physis>l-ontology', i.e., the
'physio-ontological category' of "pre-nuclear «monads»", into the~ 'self-iterator'.

Write: "Q, - A "[Q, ]

(1.3) Step c. 'Self-iterate' the "pre-!!uclear monads" symbol for't _ 1.

-

-
-

n( n) - r( n)- - ----
A A A

!l .. on - n" 9nn • 9n" 9nn

"* "n _ "Q"" -,Write: 't - 1

Third, le~s see what happens when!l 'self-multiplies'.

- ont01" meta-ont01 - onto of monads .. meta-onto of meta-monads

- pre-nuclears" meta-pre-nuclears
A "

- 1: - 1 "* Q, - Q, - [Q,]

- ont01
A "- [Q,] -

.. ont02 - hetero-cumulum1
A 2 A A [A] A A[ Q,] - Q,[ Q, ] -.-' Q, - Q,~Q,

A lJA
- 91 III _91

Th" Q Diakcticill Algebra: How To Use.
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h h
(1.4) Step d. Consider the comwtations, the possible meaning/intension/identification, of the gnn term, assigned to g2"

Fourth, let's see if we can identify, within the scientific datalexperience of the reconstruction of past natural
history - of the ontological growth of the cosmos -- the 'physio-onto', or 'physio-ontological category', which
arises from the self-confrontation and self-interaction -- from the 'self-reflexion' or 'self-refluxion of the
inherent, 'essence-ial' activity of -- the various, local, physical-spatially-'contexted', self-expancling, or
expanded1y self-reproducing, and self-densifying/spatially self-concentrating populations of «rrwnads»
comprehended by the category of pre-nuclear "particles", denoted n.

h h
A quite commonly helpful self-query for this effort of semantic-identification of 9aa [- 9 nn in this case] is:

h
'lare there known 'meta-«monads»' of a knawn 'meta-«arithmos»', possibly connoted by 9"'<:1;1 that emerge from
the mutual 'monadic' confrontation/interaction within self-expanded, 'self-densified', self-concentrated local

h
populations of the «monads» of the «arithmos» connoted by 9o.?'. I.e., in other words: 'lby what name
shouJd we call those 'meta-units' that arise from the mutual interactions of locally dense, concentrated
populations of the units called 'llpre-nuclear particles'", the units of the ontological category denoted n., such
that each 'meta-unit' of the therefore-termed 'meta-ontology' or 'ontological meta-category', denoted by An, or

h
by 9nn, is a 'self-internalization'/'self-subsumption', and higher 'unit-ification', or 'meta-monad-izatian', of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of the units -- the 'pre-nuclear units' -- of the ontological category, or «arithmos»,

h
ideographically denoted!l or 9n?'. That is, in particular, what should we name the category whose «monads»
include "protons", grasped as 'meta-pre-!luclear-"particles''', each one made up out of a heterogeneous
multiplicity of pre-nuclear "particles", e.g., each one made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of "quarks ll?

If we hold that these 'meta-units' belong to an exi.<;tential category that should be named "§.ub-atomic particles",
which includes, among its own species/ sub-«arithmoi», that of the "proton" units, that of the "neutron" units,
etc., we can then connote this new category of «physis» ontology via the 'phono-mnemonic', abbreviative
category-symbol §., so that we have --

-
-
-=

h h
an .. ann

-
2 h

4:!l 1> -!l" .6!l -= n .. ann -~4:!l1>

onto1 .. meta-onto1

-!l

pre-nuclears -
2r« pre-nuclears) - pre-nuclears« pre-nuclears 1> - « pre-nuclears )

pre-nuclears .. .6 pre-nuclears .. pre-nuclears .. meta-pre-nuclears- pre-nuclears .. sub-atomics

- with !l denoting our '«arche» onto', and §. denoting its first 'meta-anto', we have framed a new, singular
'abbreviative ideogram', a univocal, 'phona-mnemonic' Illicharacter[izing]-symbol"', or 'intuitive literal', to

h h
stand, more meaningfully, in place of gnn' to record our advancing cognition of the potential meaning of 9nn.

We have expressed this new existential category here, per the instantiating/exemplary purposes of this
21:

section, specifically, by §., so that the categorial self-progression modeled by «n) so far looks like this--

!l - - --3

-- such that!!. .. §. denotes the first 'multi-ontic-cumulum' emerging from the connotations of the 'first onto',
denoted specifically by n, now explicitly superposed with those of the 'first meta-onto', denoted specificaLLy by §.:
the first two components of a [~-Leibnizian] 'Meta-Monadology' of the 'physio-ontology' of the cosmos.
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The 'multi-meta-ontic meta-monadic consecuum-cumulum', or, in this 't - 1 case, the 'bi-antic meta-monadic
consecuum-cumulmn', denoted by !! • ~ is such that "matter·, organized only up to the pre-/sub-nuclear
level of material organization, still persists in existence - is «aufheben»-conserved - and may retain the bulk
of the 'onto-mass' of the cosmos, even after the appearance of ·matter" organized up to the next-higher level
of material organization, the level of pre-atomic/!ub-atomic organization - even after the irruption of the
first pre-/§.ub-atonUc "particles· out of sufficient seU·den...ification.<i of sub-/pre-nuclear "particles". That is,
the cosmos is 'evolute' in its 'diachronico--synchronic' structure, rather than 'convolute'. The COSInOS continues
to reveal all of the past whorls of its spiral/helical self-unfoldment, rather than covering over each previous
whorl with its successor-whorl. The cosmos, in short, exhibits an «aufheben» sell-structuring.

Note that the constituents of the localized cosmological populations of this - as of epoch 't - 1 - newly
emergent, unprecedented physical ontology of '§ub-atomic «monads»' collectively exhibit "emergent
qualities·, dynamical qualities, or "w.ws· of behavior, which differ markedly from -- which differ
qualitatively from - those exhibited by the earlier-emergent/earlier-emerged, '«arche»-ic' ontology/localized
cosmological populations of 'pre- / sub-!!.uclear «mmlads»'.

(1.5) Step e. 'Re-sell-iterate' the result of the previous 'self-iteration', for't _ 2.

Fifth, let's re-sell-iterate the result of our first self-iteration, applying the rule of additive commutation twice"-

Write: 't - 2 .. "g, _ "g, -

A A It,. It,. A AIt. !l .!. • n. Qsn • §. • QS$) - «n .!! • ~ • ! • Qsn. Qas) - (.!!. §. • ~:lsn • Q55 ) •

z" 22 "22 2«onto,) - «onto,) - «onto,) - «onto, ) - «onto, + meta-onto,) -

«onto, + meta-onto, ) • «onto, + meta-onto, ) -

«onto, + onto, )« onto, + onto, ) -

-
A A

(. onto1 • ontoz) • «onto1 • Qomo2,ont01 ) •• ontoz. Q onto200ntoZ)

UtA A
, .Q!!!Q.1 • ontoz • on 01 • 9 ontoz,onlO1 • ontoz • 9 ontoz,ontoz)

A A
( onto1 • onto1 • ontaz • ontoz • 9 oot~,onto1 • 9 oot02'on~)

A A
( onto 1 • ontoz • 9 ontoz,onto1 • 9 on102,ooto1 )

«onto, + onto, + hybrid-onto, + meta-meta-onto,)

-
-
-
-
-
•
•

pre-nuclears • sub-atomics. hybridrsub-atomics; pre.nuclearsJ • meta-meta-pre-nuclears •

pre-nuclears + meta-pre-nuclears + hybrids[sub-atomlcs; pre-nuclearsl+ meta-sub-atomics -
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A i' A 22 A 4 A 2 2 A A]2
~ - ~ - [g1:D - [~h:O 0= [g1:O .. [D1 :0 - [D1 EB D2

A A A A A A A A A A A A []A A
[D1 EB D2]18I[9, EB !h] - [g1 II g2]1I9, II 92] - ~[91 II 92] - [9, II 92] II -[g1 II D2:D

0=

-

A
(1.6) Step f. Consider the connotations, the possible intension/identification, of the new term, assigned to g3'

Sixth, try to conceptualize the 'meta-connotation' suggested by the combination of the connotations of! and
A A

of !l suggested by the ideogram !;Isn - 9 3 , Try to arrive at a specific univocal abbreviation-symbol that
'character-izes', for your cognition, the category of "complex unity", the 'unifying complex', which integrates the

A
connotations of the categories! & !l, replacing generic 1: lwhat should we mean by a category denoted by Dsn,

given that it would appear to connote populations ofpre-nuclear/ sub-atomic hybrid units, or hybrid «monads»?

Often, we have found, in 'physio-dialectic' applications, such a category of ontological '''hybrids''', or of
ontological "hybridization"', can be located by attributing to it an «arithmos» of 'ontological conversion
formations'. By an 'ontological conversion formation', we mean, in this context, a discrete cosmological
process/formation which converts «monads», or units, of a predecessor onto into {,monads» of a successor onto.
That is, in this example, we do not mean the processes/formations which mediated the "primitive

i"
accumulation" or "original accumulation" of §.ub-atomic "particles" from pre-nuclear "particles". The «!l )
dialectical model 'retrodicts' that this was a process of self-interactive 'self-conversion' by spatially
concentrated, locally densified populations of pre-nuclear "particles", irrupting §.ub-atomic "particles", as
modeled by n(!l), i.e., by the 'gJf.-function', 'self-operation', or IseIf-application', "'!l"gf' !l''', i.e., as modeled by

2 A 2
!l(!l) -!l - gn = n .. !. The classic example of an ontological category of IIIheteroticlll

, 'ontological
other-conversion' ic; that of the «arithmos» that has stars as its units or «monads». Each new star is an
'autokinesic self-formation' that [initially] converts «monads» of the '§.ub-atomics' onto -- i.e., Hydrogen ions,
e.g., naked protons -- into «monads» of the '!!,tomics l onto, that is, into the nuclei of atoms of "higher atomic
species", e.g., Helium nuclei, through the process known as "stellar nucleosynthesis". The star «monads» would
thus be aptly 'retrodicted' if a term arose, in the later [higher 1:-value] epochs' ontological seU-expansion of

~ A
the «!l) dialectical modet that looked like this: gas, wherein!! would denote the ontological category of
!!.toms as «monads». 1£ the initial irruption of the ~ "'meristem'" should be termed the "fornml subsumpti01l'" of the predecessor ontology by

A A
the new, ! ontology, then the fOlmation of gu and, moreover, of g"sn would constitute the '"realsubsumptiOtL'" of tha t predecessoT ontology by!.

That is, what we do mean, in this example, is a population of processes/formations which conduct not an
initial, self-terminating, I'original accumulation" of !,ub-atomic "particles", but an ongoing, 'reproductive
aCCUI1U1lation', or I[expandedly] self-reprOducing conversion' of populations of units/ «monads» of the !l
«arithmos» / category, into populations of units/ «monads» of the §. «arithmos) / category, catalyzed by the
very presence of the units/ «monads» of categonJ !. previouslv-synthesized, first by "original accumulation" and
later by Unproductive accumulation" as well, i.e., via formations, structures, or 'self-structunngs' -- self-organizing
systems -- that involve/ contain both n-type «monads» and §.-type «monads», not just n-type «monads» alone,
and that, "in the net", consume n-type «monads», as their ''fuel'', thereby, producing new !-type «monads», and
which produce those §.-type «monads» by turning the n-type «monads» that they consume into new !-type
«monads», i.e., which "synthesize" !- from !l as Uraw material". iDo, or did, these possible 'conversion

A ~

formations', the 95n, 'retrodicted' as such by the «!l) dialectical model of the dialectic of the cosmos, actually
exist? lDo they even still exist, in nature, per the scientific data/experience accumulated as part of the
astronomical/ astrophysical/cosmological project of the theoretical reconstruction of the self-construction of the
cosmos by modern science to date?
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We interpret Q. dialectical models as models asserting neither certainty nor as models asserting probability,
but merely as models asserting pOSSibility. Richer dialectical-ideographic languages, capable of descriptive
expressions of greater ·determinateness", of greater "'thought-concreteness,n and "'thought-complerityU1 in the
Hegelian-Mmrian sense, amdng later than does .Q in the 'meta-systematic dialecticaf self-progression of the
dialectical id.eographies [foe more c;m Uus. 5ee Ewriplc 4.. beJow}, for higher values of 't in the Q. model of lhat
dialectical self-progression, are needed in order to adequately assert either certainty or probability. Thus, we

"interpret the nQ. model for't _ 2 as asserting Simply the possibility that onto Dsn is a non--empty one; that
'self-formalirms' answering to a "'hybrid''' onto 'denotable' by that ideogram appear in the history ofnature during
and, perhaps, after this same't-epoch, also characterized by the emergence of 'self-formations' answering to a

"!!Q!!-hybrid or '~-hybrid' onto, denotable by the ideogram gss r~ not yet identified within this discouIse; but regarding

whichr.euub-f;O:dion 1.7, below). That model does not, we hold, anything about the probability, or the freguefley of

"observatirm/encounler/manifestation/instantiation, of the «monads» answering to the putative gsn «arithmoi».

Suppose you were to discover, in the data/exp.m~tialmall'.r:i"l lurlloo up so fat by ut()(!l.-m scicoce in it:; effort to reconstruct the 'self-met4--et!oIIiHon'
of thi~~, that there is evidence, e,g" of the cmicncc of pre-stdlar and/or pre-galactic 'sdffomuttion5' which, in the net, convert cO!UTlO1ogic.a1
populutions of pre-nuclear "particle" .mQllads,. into cosmological populatiOl\5 of I.ub-atomic: "parlide" .."OOtwls., in II way which is "'prl"Silkrl-ourr''' by
the auto-eatalytic presence of «monads. of the! category almady produced. You would then be juslilil.'d. we hold.,. in framing the hypothesis that those
'sdI-JOrmahons' answer to the 'rttrodietion', by the As. model of the diall!C'.tk nf nalure, of Ihe obje<:tive existence, ill the l"QSUlOlogicaI Pfl£t, and. perhaps,

abo in the cosmoiogical prtSt!IlI/juturt, of local otIUithHlDi. of an /lltlie Olteg/l'Y 'd,afllck'r-izt"abk>' by tlu- '<1,afllrttor;r.:umplcx' or 'connotatians-complex' &...

"(1.7) Step g. Consider the connotations, the possible intension/identification, of the new term, assigned to g4.
Seventh, try to conceptualize the 'gif-combinatory', gif-confrontative gl[<ritique or immanent-eritique

" "embodying category, arising from the 'sclf-rc£l!xion'/'se.lf-refl,!!xion' of the category! or D5 - 92' and
A "suggested/connoted by the symbol As or gss - g4' Try to determine, if possible, a new 'phono-mnemrmic,

"abbrmative ideogram that can encompass the connotations of the 'multi-vocal' ideogram, gss, 'um-vOOlUy'. We
will here denote that category generically, algebraically, via the literal variable:lt connoting that the connotative
'uni-symbol' sought is an ontological, qualitative valu£ which is, as of this moment, a 'qualifier ·unknown·-

AA AAAA AAA A A(n.!. Dsn. gss)-(gn" g." Q.n" gsa) -(gn. gnn. gnnn. gnnnn)-(n. A.n. gnnn. A l:J.n)-

(n+li. + gsn + Ali.) - (n+li.+y+V - ((«(onto, + meta-onto,. + uni-onto,. + meta-onto,•• 

((((onto, + meta-onto,. + un i-onto,. + meta-meta-onto,••.

The 'poly-qualinomial' sum above denotes what we term the 'seamd meta·ontic, meta-monadic meristem', or
'ontological vanguard', of the 'bi~meta-ontic, bi-meta-monadic' p1ntsio-cumulum, as 'ontological meta-state' of the
'self-meta-evolving' totality of Nature as of epoch ~ _ 2, per the nQ.. dialectical model of the history of

Nature. Again,. let us ask ourselves: l,What shall we call1he 'meta-«monads»' or 'meta-units' of the 'meta-onto'

" "of the '~-«arithmoi»denoted and connoted by g••, if we expect lhat each '?l!£!!!-«monad»' of IIss is made

"up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of the units/«mollads» of its predecessor onto of «arithmoi'lt, Qs • .!.

"that is, if the «monads» of D". As are 'meta-!.ub-aloms' each made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity
of '!.ub-atoms', created via a seli.«aufheben» 'self-internalization', or 'self-subsumption', of localized populations
of ~ub-atomic «monads ..? l,What should such 'mela-!ub-atomics' properly be named? If our answer is that

"these 'meta-units', or 'meta-«monadsl>', of gsa must be ".!toms· [in tht: sense of modern, lIot of ancient, science},
ie., those 'meta-·partides· each made up out of varying numbers of electrons plus of the l!ub-atomic ·particles·

A A n A
called protons and neutrOl'S, then we can re-denote Do by Da or.!, and write: !dz - 4: n" ! • !lsn • !).
Thus, our solution to the qualitative algebraic problem posited above can be written-out as follows: X - !,

A A AA AAAA
and we have: !l - n +! - n + li. • gsn .! .. g, ---'I g, IB g, ---'I g, IB g, IB g3 IB g.,
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(2) Example 2.: Meta-System-atic Dialectic -- The Dialectic of Arithmetical/Algebraical Systems of Logie.

Note: We use the term 1Il1ogics'" here in a very 4lgen»-eral sense. By a "'logk'" we mean a ~f/specie5 ..- system of
rules belonging to the «genos» of systems of rules regarding 'followership' - regarding what [ought to/ does]
follow(!J [lm,ml what.

Suppose that our project is to model the 'qualo-Peanic self-progression' -- the "'dialectic'" -- of the
extant/possible systems of arithmetical/algebraical logic. Suppose that our aim in this project L" not
necessarily to present these systems in their ~[elQ-]historicalorder of appearance in Terranhuman history.
Suppose that, instead, our aim is to present them in a tusyste.maticlll order. Suppose that our intended
audiences for such presentation consist of those who have experienced various systems of logical
arithmetic/algebra -chaotiadl)/ [ef. Marx}, or in .!m.systematic disorder, but who wish to "'comprehend'" their
experience thereof via a "'comprehensive'" exposition, one whose "'taxonomic'" classification and ordering of
these categories/systems of logical arithmetic and of logical algebra applies the dialectical 4laufheben»
principle of 'ideo-meta-monadology' to the 'ideo-[meta-]«monads,,', or n'logical-numbers'" as "'idea-objectslll

, of
each successive/progressive «arithmos» of logic.

A
(2.1) Step Q. Assign the rules-system for the ideo-«arithmos» of the Boolean 'IILogical Numbers'" to Q1.

Suppose that we take George Boolels arithmetic and algebra of formal, deductive logic, upon which Boole
published in 1847 and again in 1854 [with i1 likcres6 to one of Leibniz' 16S6-<infted arithmclico-i1lgebraic logics, an d which were
unputiished duritlg I.BbnU' lifetime (see W.~lLibniz'~ ("Vit. in Han4b99k gf t1w Hislrmt of Logi(:. vol.. 3, TM Rise of Mod.ml Lo,rio::: fnmr
Lrimi.: to Frqe, Elsevier [NY: 20041, pp. 9; 16.1. J..,e,.bni.z.'ll publbtions on Ilkog~mJ Iogit. ~tit:41 uniwnfflis~, and 00 hJs vism of .n

'''fflphabd of irk(l$'" began in 1666, the same"4ZII/IZ$ mirtllrilisa which saw Ne... tnn'll discoveryof hill "'mdboJ offlIlriORS'" [di.J}Utnti4l adcWt5l1, i.e.,

the original 'Boolean arithmetic' and '''Boolean algebra"', to be the 'meta-system-atic' «archi» of the syst~
[of the 'meta-~"ystem'] of the possible arithmetics and algebras of logics [as well as their historic «archb>]. If we
do so, then we have, therefore, representing the rules-system of Boolean arithmetico-algebraic logic, the

'phono-mncmonic abbreviation' I.. standing for that arithmetic/algebra of what Boole called the amental

operation- or "mental act" of a~ection- [see H. de NCIn(rl5,Supplf'1TlI'n1 A to the F.~.12. ItrtrodJIrloryLt"IIn, pp. 3642.).

A A A
First, let's -interpret" Q1 by, or -assign- g1 to, our E: Q - E - write: g1- E

_ «archb~ _ thesis1_ ideo-onto1_ Ideo-system1_ first logic-arithmetic _ Boolean arithmetic.

Let us then recall the principle characteristics of the rules-system of [later] Boolean logical arithmetic -- of the

Boolean ideography for «dianoia» -- including that, for every X in I! _ {OBi 1B}, with E thus denoting the set
or space of 'Boolean numbers' or '[formal-]logical numbers', we have the "dual" rules:

x+ X - X [the rule of "additive idempotency"],e.g.,OB + 08- OBand 1B+ 1B -1B [_ 2;hence1 B _1];

X x X - X [the rule of "multipliCQtitJe idempotencya], or x2
- x,. e.g., 08 x 0 8 - OB and 1B x 1B - 1B.

[ Note on Notation. We use (1) an 4larithmos» of 'rtctiljnearly-sty~d'ideogmms, {-3, C. ~........... Ell. 8. l!lI. 1[, D}, for
the generic/minimally-interpreted dialectical ideography, (2) an «arithmoSlt of 'curoaceollS', or 'cllJ1?i1inearly-styled'
ideograms, {-9. 6. ~.......... e. e. e. (. n, fur that dialectical ideography as inlP.rpreted for systematic diakctic as
well as for 'meta-system-atic diulutic', and (3) an «arithmos» of 'dia-gon-aI', or 'angularly-shjled' ideograms, namely, the
symbols-set{ _. 11, r .............. +. ~.•. 4, )}, for that dialt'Ctical ideography as interpreted for histaricld dialectic.l.

(2.2) Step P. Insert the symbol denoting the ruJes-system of the Boolean '''Arithmetic of LogicllJ into the.Q. formula.

Second, let's place our mnemonic ideogram denoting the ';deo·onto', i.e., the category of 'trideo-ontology'. i.e., the
'ideo-ontological category' of the Boolean category/rules-system of 'logic-arithmetic', into the 9.c 'seH-iterator'. Write:

"9, - CE { • ( logic-arithmetic thesis, {. ( logic-arithmetic ideo-onto, { ... A "[g, D .
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(2.3) Step y. Self-iterate' the symbol denoting the rules-system of the Boolean "'Logic-Arithmetic'" for't - 1.

Third, let' 'self-apply' ~ to see what the elf-<:<uufhebem> self-confrolltatinnfselfcritique of E logic looks like, syntadiazlly.

-

-
-
-

•

-1«_ ~2

re--' 6E--

logic-arithmetic, riD-' A logic-arithmetic1

I!~ _ Il~ _
1:" - 1

~( logic-arithmetic1D -

Write:

1«logic-arithmetic, )2 _« logic-arithmetic, D
2

_ logic-arithmetic,. logic-arithmeti~)

logic-arithmetic1 riD-' metal logic-arithmetic ]1 - Boolean logic~ meta-Boolean logic -

Boolean logic .-.-.. contra-Boolean logic - ogic-thes~ logic contra-thesi~ -
A 2 "A
Q, - g, D,-

-
"' - 1-

"(2.4) Step 6. Consider the possible meanings of the resulting new term, assigned to H2.

EA
Fourth, let us onsider the possible meaning( ) of 6E and of gEl!< the qualitative, 'ideo-ontological'

connotation(s), per your mental peT eption, that might III atisfy" the ideographic equation E( _ e E - 61.
OT ~_ e E - X; the connotations of the self-critique, or immanent critique -- of the self-opposition, and
«Qufheben» self-negation -- of the Boolean thesis of logic; of the Boolean rules of conceptual followership or
succe sinn; of the Boolean arithmetic/algebra and of the logic wm it models.

e propose th following construction of th onnotations of 6_: (1) that the additive idempotency rule for

'Boolean nmnbers' be con eraed in th rules-system of the 'contra-Boolean numbers' of 6E. propose
'becau we ho d that 'contra-Boolean Logie hould mean and arithmeti and algebra of 'contra-fonnal logic'
grasp d a an arithmetic and algebra of IIldialecticallogiclll

, such as that of the «arithmos eidetikos» of Plato, the
Platonic-dialectical"arithmetic of ideas". If the 'contra-Boolean numbers' of this 'contra-Boolean arithmetic' are
to be u ed to represent dialectical concepts, or categorial [ev]entities, then the idempotent addition rule
captures the logic of uniqueness of oncepts and categories, e.g., there need be but one concept or category for
the «glmos» 'apples', though there may be many different species of apple, and, moreover, man different
individual apple, embraced by that unique and singleton intensional categorial [ev]entity: °..1tis~thatany
lcinds of number conespaniling to those or th dimtortic realm [II realm oj'rJiurroiJI'. iL, of'prr.-/SJlb...dUJl«ti r lhinJcing - F.~.] should existhBe, . c.e
each ~tic. manbu is, by virtue of its "deli£. dtarru.ter [«eUlP-dllfradEr or idt!Q-nllfJue - F.gQ.I,~ itl kind [Leo tpuilitlltiTzely
uniqu.e/distinct/hderogeneous and without replicas or 'replicability'- F.g.Q.], just a... each of its "mtmads" has not only rmity but a. lD1iguene.. Far
each idea is characterized by being always the same and simply sin'llll«r.in contrast I(J the unlimitedly many Immoyrrreu1I5 monad. of the realm of
mathematical number, which can bl:! rearranged as often as desired into definite numbers....each eido is, by contrast, unreproducible and truly olle

(Metaphysics A 6, 987 b 15 ff.: "... all eidos is each by itself otre olLly"...)." [Excerpted from J. Klein, Greek MlltlU!ftIJ1.tical TllOuglft and the Origin ofAlgebra,

[ : Dover, 1992], pp. 90-91, bold imlic emp is tulded.lz!l F..§.Q.]; (2) that the mUltiplicative idempolency rule for 'Boolean

logic-numbers' be negated, i.e'l that the rule [YX E E][r - xl become the role.., [Y QE 6EU.t2
- il, but

notm the sense, shared by ordinary, e.g., ·rational" numbers, with exceptions 0 & 1, that [\Ix E 6E][xl ... xl,

meaning [\Ix E 6E][x2 ~ x], but, instead, and on the contrary, per the~ 'dialectical meta-numba , that

[\I AE 6E][,K2 III Al, meaning [\t' AE 6E][A2 t A]. That is, fm all 'logic-numbers' contained in 6

[denoting the t or space of the 'contra-Boolean logic-numbers', whose rules-system is denoted by 61.], the
proposed rule is that such a number '"squaredllf, or elf-Ilflplied, is lion-quantitatively different from, or
qualitatively different from, thatnumber itself, 'unsquared'.
gQ.Bri.. TheQDi.alectical I bra: Hm[' ToU!>r. [v.1.0) 13 : ... Faun



Thus, the underscored 'curniform delta' symbol. A, connotes a qualitative inaementation operator/operation,
ie., an ontological inaementation operator/operation, one that symbolizes a change in kind, rather than a
change in quantity.

[Technical Note: Because I! involves Os, and is thus related to W, not just to N, so that AI! Lo; satisfied,
A A A2 t Awe hold, by wQ. but not fully by~ the rule [V X E ...)[~ ~], stated more adequately, and more

accurately. becomes [V KE 6E e {'.}ilK' t Kll.
Lest these two proposals appear arbitrary, let us further explore their rationale. Boole wrote: •_the faclur 1 -+:w:._.

is JtUI ..~tilbJI! (within the rules-systemcE Blxlk-an algeb"~ - F.&..{l.), /wcallSl! !£t~a:.c'~~v/tM .IJitiDIC {?/.smtcws x fi!: rl!l.ll!liE!:!!!.L·
[G. 8MIe, A.I! l"F(ltigllti(!J! of !!It L..-. Of 1'1!!qJrt.:. Whidl m [0IIIl4pi tM Mtdhntwtiad ~orW of Lggic and I'rgb9bititil!s. (New York: Dovf!l',
1958), pp. SON.; ongjnaDy publ.ishPd in 1854; 110/4 iW.cs enpImis IilJlktiby F.E.D.).

Boole did not mean, we hold, by this assertion, what it literally seems to state, if not interpreted as a technical
comment arising from Boole's requirement that "'logical addition'" be defined only for entities which have no
content in common. Nonetheless, it does, even when interpreted per that technicality, still pOint to the
otherwise implicit 'Pannenidean assumption' of an ontologically statical "Universe lt [of discourse] -- i.e., of
an 'ideo-onto·stasis' -- in the Boolean arithmetical/ algebraical modeling of formal logic: there can be no
-class·, 'X', which is not always already part of the "Universe", 1, 50 no Xcan ever be 'Boolean-added' to that U.

There are never any!!!!£ X5 arising in, or added to, a Boolean ·Universc·.

• A
Thus, I! or gl. denotes the rules-system of an ideography of/for logic, which is confined to the 'onfo-staticar

••aspects of universes of discourse in general. We propose that AI! or go., denoting the rules-system of a
contra-Boolean logic n of a 'contra-thesis' to the "'thesis'" of Boolean logic -- should therefore connote the
contrary: a rules-system of an ideography off for a logic which embraces the 'onto-d1Jllamicafl -- including the

'A
ontologically self-expanding -- aspects of universes of discourse in general. That is, we propose that gl!ll' as

.A IlA
equal to ~ gl. e gI' should include (a) rule(s) to model/describe universes [of discourse] which
continually, and spontaneously, "'auto-kinetically"', generate internally, and add to themselves, new kinds of

[idea-]being, new '[ideo-lontos', new [ideo-]ontology. The rule i ~ A2 t X, a negation of the rule x 2
- X in

A't A A2 A A A 1 Athe form. of the rule X X, and such that ~ _ ~ II 6 X, together implying ~ « 6~, captures a capability

to model 'onto-dynamasis', as contrary to 'onto-stasis'. The rule ~2 t Ais a contrary of the rule x2
- X that

conduces to modeling 'oPlto[ogical dynamiCS' better than does the alternative contra-rule, x2 ~ x.

Let us therefore, in summary, consider the following hypothesis as to the rules of behavior requisite to the
'contra-Boolean logic-numbers', or 'dialectical-logical meta-numbers', which constitute and characterize the

IlA I!A
expected gEE space of the g.... rules-system.

~ A ~ .A
Let us denote some examples of these 'logical meta-numbers' by 4, ~,and "such that all three are inside gllil •

• A A
We then assume that the gn «allf1reben»-conserve and continue the additive idempotency rule of the g.,

A U ~ A ~ eA
i.e., such that, for every 1! in g••, li. II.K - 4. We also assume that the gn «aufheben ..-negate and

••transform the multiplicative idempoten.cy rule of the g., positing the strongest contrary we can presently
conceive to the Boolean rule which Boole termed ·the fundamentullaw qj though~, x x X - :x, ie., such that,

~ U A A A []A t A
for every li. in gn,.K C!I.K - .K. _ ~ X, thus replacing the Boolean multiplicative idempotency rule
with what might be termed !.he 'contra-Boolean' rule of 'multiplicative super-potency', of 'multiplicative
~-pote'Jcy',or of 'multiplicative meta-potency'.
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EA h A RA A it: It. A
e assume further that, for gR' 15. and ~ in Dee such that ~ .. ~ implies that A t ~,and, moreover, that

A IIA A A A A A
there is no ~ 'in gEE such that ~ • H - ~, other than .K • ~ i r. i.e., that "'heterogeneous sums lll

, or
A A

'''inhomogeneous sums''', such a X ~ remain "'no1J-amalgamatil1e"l or H'iTTeaucible"'.

Then, given the definition that the rules-system of the '''Whole umbers'" arithmetic, which we den te by =.J

has, for its number-space', the pa e W. {O, 1, 2, 3, ...}, • U {O}, we have that llie arithmetic/algebra
of logic, described above, is an arithmetic/algebra of 'contra-Boolean' logic, in the form of a rules-sy tem for a

I"dialectical logic''', noneother than the .0 rules-sy tern, a «species» of the «gettos» of the rules-sy tem of the
Q dialectical ideo¥Taphy -

- with the following basic roles of the~ rules-s stem:

(1) [Vw, vE
A A A k A

][ VDw' By E .Q 1I [ w .. v ] ~ [Qw T !ly]]' 'm-Ie ofheterogeneity';

'rule ofirreducibility';

(3) [VwE
A A A A

][ VDw E .Q][ [ w - w ] ~ Dw • Qw "" Dw ]' 'rule ofadditive idempotency';

(4) [VwE
A

S {O} ][VDw E B {q ]I gw2 t gw], 'rule ofmultipl.icJlti1Je meta-potency'.

So ehave-

-
.11. I!!A
D~ ......... !lg

-
-
-

Boolean ideography ......... 6Boolean ideography

Boolean ideoqraphy~ contra-Boolean ideoqraphy

Boolean ideography -e ~Boolean ideography. Boolean ideography 0 Boolean ideography •

2
Boolean ideography - Boolean ideography( Boolean ideography ) -

Boolean ideography of Boolean ideography

Boolean ideography far farmaUdeductive logic ........ dialectical ideography far dialectical logic.

The principle of 'Meta-Monadology' - of «aufhebett» 'meta-monadization' - is al a instantiated m this
example of 'meta ystematic dialectic', as it was in the preceding example, of historical dialectic [Please.reference

H. de l:'lllOIt!S, upp1emcnt A Lo the F.gQ. TlrtrodJu:tory Letter, page 40, for an exposition of the sense(s) in whi.ch each wQ space i~ a 'ml.'ta-E spaa',

made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of E spaces. Briefly, the wQ space is 'constitutabk' as a pot"=liiilly-inrinile multitude of E spaces,
arranged m TTllltual perpendicularity, with aU hating only. and bridged tugether by, the "poiJll" q", inl£!rPretable, variously, as denoting'" otJrmg''',

mstmtitll/unlologiaU thAbsen£i!IIl, propasitimuUfalsify, etc., so that wQ. is. indeed. a 'id/- 'Ij12 of E, and.g a !!l!l!!-.nuJluul" of E as 0 ».].
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(2..5) Step E. 'Re-self-iterate' the result of the previous 'self-'teration', for"t - 2.

Fifth., self-iterate the ( _ e wg • .resul of our first self-iteration; apply the additive commutanan rule tv.rice* -

I! II 2'1: 22 <I 2 2 2
Write: "t - 2 ~ ~ - ~ - (E) - (E) - «E J - «E. a (E e~) -

(Ee..g)e(ECD~) - (Eewg)(EewQ) - r(E.wQ. - «ECD~) e 6(EewQn -

I!..... I!A . I!A I!A I!A IIA I!A I!A iliA
( E 1& .Q (I) gQl! e g.Qg D- «E (I) gg. gQl! (J) gaa) - ( g.. e gllil e gUl. CD gllll.. )

«logic-thesis, )2'< _ «logic-thesis, )2
2
_( logic-thesis1 )4 _« logic-thesis,2 D2

2
• ogic-thesis,. logic contra-thesis1

ogic-thesis1 $ logic contra-thesi~ e logic-thesis1 (I) logic contra-thesis, »
t ogic-thesis, $ logic contra-thesis1 logic-thesis1 (J) logic contra-thesis, »
r( logic-thesis, (I) logic contra-thesis,

« logic-thesis1 (I) logic contra-thesis1) • A( logic-thesis1 (J) logic contra-thesis1D)

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

« loaic-the:sjs. (I) logic contra-thesis, • $ «logic contra;tbesiS. 0 «logic-thesis,) (I) logic cOntra-thesiV e «logic contra-thesiS!. • -

(Ioglc-th
A A

, (I) ogjcC9!1lra;thesist) e loqie-thes~ $ g.......~_..-_, • logle contra-thesiS! (J) Q-<-_...1'....--,) -

A A
(logier esls, CD logic contra-thesis, (l)logic-thes~. glotk~_ ..,.-.-...•• logic contra-thesis, • QlotIc.-..--" ....-, -

A A
( logic-thesl~ • logic-thesis, $ logic co"tra1hesls, $ logic contra-thesisl (J)QI_~••. IOGI""''''',$o g,""'..........lhuis,.k>glc~__..,» -
(logic-thesis1$logic contra-thesis,. gl09iC contra-thesls1. logic-thesis, $ atogie contra-thesis,. logic conu.thesis,.-

•

-

-
-

-
-

A A A A A A
.91 92 I!l g1 II g2D - 9, II Q2

A A A A A A
A, II 2 IB g2 g, II g2 Qz

A. A A. A A A
It[ 9, II g2 II g, II Q3 II ~Iz II 94 -

( logi~ $ contra-logic, $ contra-contra- ogiC,$ contra-logic2)

( logic, • contra-Iogi~ $ hybrid[ contra-logic1; logic,] (J) contra-logic2)

( logi~ CD contra-logic1 • hybrid-logic, CD contra-logic2 ~

~ logic, $ contra-logic, (J) uni-Iogic, (I) contra-logic2~

A 2'1: A 22 A 4

"t - 2 ::::> Q... 9z • I[ 9, D - I[ 91 D - I[ 9, -
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(2.6) Step t.
A

Consider the possible meanings of the resulting new tenn, assigned to D3.

Sixth, let us carry through the 'connotawe calculation' symbolized ideographically by -

-- which COlUl0tes the "'subsumption'" of E by ..g, which proces is also, equivalently, symbolized b

A
- where it is our goal to 111501 e for'" the [qualitative] meaning of X - g_

I!A
Thus, X, or DOE' connotes something - a system o/roles of a new kind of arithmetic and algebra of logic; of a

new'" pace'" of 'meta-numbers' of/for modeling [a new kind of] logic - that somehow combines .0. and_.
That is, X connotes something which constitutes, indeed, a category of the "'complex unity''', or of the
'unifying complex', of the erstwhile opponents within the category of 'logical ideographies', one sub-category

denoted At and the other, qualitatively oppOsing that first sub-eategory, denoted • .Q. The new ulrca tegory,
A

denoted 9Qa, must thus connot the rules-system of an ideography oj logiC that exhibits characteristi of both
I!,A

E and .0. But the referent of QE must also differ qualitatively from - must differ 'ideo-ontologicall
from - and in that n , at leas, oppose, each - both - f its 'ideo-ontologl.cal' pTedecessoTS; 'contrarizing'
[to] both of its prede or 'ideo-ontologies' of the ideographies of logic.

I!A
Let us try out the hypothesis that Qae should COlUl0te the rules-system for an «arithmos» of 'meta-number'
unit[ie]s, or «monads», each of which eonsists of, and combines, a 'Boolean [co-lfaetor' with a 'contra-Boolean
[co-]factor', forming a new whole unit, or 'module', which is a product of these two 'co-factors'. This
hypoth . holds, further, that the 'Boolean co-factor', which partially "'quantifies"' the contra-Boolean
'qualifier' co-factor, can take on only [either o.f] the two Boolean alues, Oa or 1B, ie., the IllquantificationUl of
the 'qualifier' is either all [V, or ' .. " ignifying full manifestation/'extan , or full existential as erti.onl, or
none [~, ·gnifyingcomplete 'non-existence' a full 'unmanifestation' / etectability' / 'unobservabiIity1.

Conjectur . The following 'ideo-constTUct[ion] might n fill the bill": A rules system faT an ideography of logic
eombining, in itself, in 'generalized-multiplica live', or 'generalized-product', fashion, for each of its possible
'meta.-number unities, or 'meta-nu.mber «monads»', a 'I3oo1ean-quantity'-valued [:. partial] quantifier and/with
a 'contra-Boolean', 'quasi-quantifiable', or 'partiaIly-quantifiable', 'ontological qualifier' ..

'f/wE

- where the value of bw('t), or of qw('t), is always "'Boolean'" - always in the set { Oa. 1B }. Thereb , for any

't in , call it "'*, using the assertion sign,' I- I, either, if bw('t*) - qw(1:*) - 1B -

-- so that .. !!w, or just !!w, or I- gw, or just gw, signify the full manifestatiop./'extantey' of the system, or
ontological category, denoted by b w, or Q.w, during epoch number 't*, Q!t if bw('t*) - qw('t*) - Oa -

bw(-.;* )bw - Oa C!!:l bw - l-1lbw • bo, OT qw('t* )gw - OB C!!:l gw - .. :tIgw • qo

- so that I- bo, or just bo, or .. qo, T just qo, signify the full'!!l!-m.anifestation'/'in-extantcy', 'un-detectability',
or 'un-observability', of the system, or the 'antic category', denoted by bw, or gw, during epoch number 1:*:

1-1I2wf or," gw-
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~A

We hould expect that the language-system denoted gQl. should hav ome descriptive capability
~A

advantages over both of its predecessor language-systems - over both the language denoted g~ and the
.A.I\. .1\.

language- tem denoted gQ,' We hould, because QQI! partakes in the descriptive facilities of both D.

an QQ,' e IIIhybridization"', rosynthesislll
, or "'uni[t-Jijicationll

' of the latter 0 into ea~ should yield a
language- tern with greater expre sive power, capable of rendering a richer range of determinations, than

I! I\. el\.
either g. or Dg alone.

.1\.
Thus, for instance, considex how you might apply the go. language to our Example 1. model, of Historical

I! I\.
Dialectic - of the '''Dialectic of aturelll

- above~ which e formulated in the OQ-re1ated or .Q-related

language "sister'language of~. Suppose that you were to conclude that scientific experience t date~ in the
project of reconstructing the [meta-]e olutionary history of our cosmos, fin no evidence of any pre- tellar~

pre-galactic formations that sustainedly convert pre-nuclear "particle ", .!1 into §.ub-atomic "particles", !l.
A A

Such formations are those whose «arithmos»' intended, per our interpretation, by the term Dsn - !.h. You
I!A

could then reformulate/translate that,.Q model in the QOI! Ianguage~ such that bsn('t) - OB - qsn{'t) for all
[past] value of 1:, lor every [past] e ~ of cosmological [meta-]evolution,~. Then your new model would
assert the continuing non-existenc.e/non-manifestation of that possibility or possible eXistence/po sible kind of
being denoted by ~sn or gsn:

A
(2.7) Step n . Con'der the possible meaning of the resulting new term, assigned to 04,

Seventh, try to carry through the component 'connotative calculation' connoted by--

Y)
I! I\.

- ~ Qg)

- so as to determine the emantic value, meaning-value, or cOIUlotations-eomplex/intension that would
I! I\. I!A

'''solve for Y''', or, in other words, II' atiSfy"1 the 'synonymic' heuristic ymbols 6«~.Q)f A( DQ,)' and gQQ.J
A

all -!lv in the 'pure-qualitative equation' abo e.

What is the best choi e, pedagogicall , and/or the truest choice, historically, for the next 'contra-thesis' - the
'second rontra-the5is' -- in this 'ideo-ontological' catcgorial progression / language-systems-progres 'on of
rules-systems of arithmetics/algebras oflogic?

I! ....
The DQQ.language would, per the heuristic indications of this interpretation, in orne sense oppose all/each

I!A ~A ....
of its predec ors, g~ ga, and D and al 0 exce d each one of them in ome aspect of descriptive po er
that all of them lack, or ccUry only implicitly. Perhaps it would also confinu , or continue to «aujhebem>
conserve~ the "'unit-intervaL confinemenf" characteristic - of abstracting frOnt '''fun multiplicity quantification'"
- which has 0 far characterized them all.

What then, should a logic language
eA

tem, 'symbolizable' by gQO.~ by 6 f.&l, or by ( ~.Q e Q ), look like?
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For some clues as to a possible solution, we refer the reader to the following sources--

G. Booko. All l.-stigationo'tM Laws o'1'JIOWZ"'Oft which lin F0flIIIi!411~MatMmatigd Thtontli ofLogic IUlIi Pmllallilit~. Dover (NY: 1958).
pp.243-376.

E. T. Jaynes. frvf.>ubjfityTMonc ~LDgi~o/Scieru:e, Cambridge UnivtTSiIyp~ (NY: 20m), pp. xix-xxix.

LNote: The two works cited above, whose authors do not recognize the possibility of dialectica1logic as.A
such, let alone in the form of gQ or~ as described above, skip -- from our point of view - directly from

A A
what, in the exposition above, corresponds to 11 1, to what, in the exposition above, corresponds to Q.,

A A
disregarding the possibilities assigned, in the model 'exposited' above, to!l2 and to ~h].
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(3) Example 3.: Meta-System-atic Dialectic - The Dialectic of the Rules-Systtms of Dialecticlllldeography Itself.

Lastly, for the purposes of this Brief. let us apply the Q dialectical ideography to the discovery, and to the
modeling, of that self-progression - of that dialectic - of the 'ideo-ontological' categories/systems of
dialectical ideography itself, in which self-progression the Q dialectical ideography also constitutes one of the
'ideo-ontoJogical' ca tegaries/systems.

[Note on Notation. We use (a.) an «arithmo5>t of 'rectiUnearly-styled' ideograms, {---3, C, cr-=', .......... IB, s. 181, 1[, ]}, for
the generic!minimally-inte-rprered dialectical idcogmplly, (b.) an «arithmos» of 'curvaceous', or 'curoilillearly-styled'
ideograms, {-3. A. ~ ......... $. 0. 0. t. n. for that dialectiral ideography as interpreted for '''systematic diafecru:" as
well as for 'I71I!tu.-system-atic dialectic, and (c.) an «arithmos» of 'dia-goll-af, or 'angularly-styled' ideograms, namely, the
symbols-set {_. A. r, .............,., ~.•. (,)}. for that dialectical ideograpJry as interpreted for "'historical dialet:ru:".].

A
(3.1) Step j. Assign the -first-order- rules-system for the 'ideo-«arithmoSlt' of the lII!!,atural Numbers'" to g1'

First, let us take the nfirst order" axiomatic rules-system of the -Natural- numbers, which we denote by the

symbol K - a double-underscored phonogram converted, for this modeling purpose, into an ideogram - as
A

ow «arch/» thesis' as our initial category/system, and ninterprer it by, or -assign" it to. 9 1: a -It - write:

g1 -II - «archi» - thesis1_ ideo-onto1_ ideo-system1 - first. 'pre-vestigially' dialectical, arithmetic.

[for an exposition of the 'vestigial dialecticality' of even the K arithmetic, see H. de Nemores. Supplements to the F.g.D.
Introductory Leffer, Supplement A, p. A-35.].

(3.2) Step iI. Insert the symbol denoting the -first-order" rules-system of the "'lfatural Numbers'" into the~ formula.

Second, let's plugIi into the generic Q 'seU-reflexive function' or 'self-iteration' formula. Write:

l:Ir\ 2~ 1,1: 2"" 2' A 1,1:"" - til) • ( arithmetic-system,. • ( ideo-<>ntology,. • ( thesis,. - [!I, D.

(3.3) Step iii. 'SeU-ilerate' the symbol denoting the "first-orderll rulcs-system of the -Natural Numbers" for "t - 1.

Third, let's 'self iterate'~ for't - 1.

Wrile: 't - 1 ::;. •

• •
,

( ideography,.' • ( arithmetic-system,.' • arithmetlc-system,( arithmetic-system, • •
v"( arithmetic-system, • • arithmetic-system1 ....e- aarithmetic-system1 •
arithmetic-system1 ........ metal arithmetic-syStem1] _ Naturals....... meta-Naturals •
Naturals -- contra-Naturals • arithmetic-thesis, ~ arithmetic contra-thesis1

A "
A 2: A A A A A- " _ 1 .. Q, - 9, • [ !I, D - [ !I, D • !I, [ !I, D • .-'[ !I, D• !I,"!I, •

A I]A A A A A

!I, '" _!I, • g1 II g1+1 - !I, '" !I,.
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A
(3.4) Step iv. Consider the possible meanings of the resulting new term, assigned to g2"

Fourt:h.. let us consider the possible meaning(s}, the possible definitions of 'ideo-ontologicaf
categories!axiomatic rulcs-systems of arithmetic, including the kinds of arithmetical 'idea-objects', the kinds of
numbers as 'idea-ontology', the kind of number <ilarithmoi» that would lqualitatively satisfy' the 'qualitative
unknown' or 'idea-ontology unknown', X, in the 'pure-qualitative', purely 'ideo-ontologicat' algebraic equation

ell I' • ftc I!L n • ~(1l1 • Ii ...... Ali • I!L ...... IIg~. Il ...... 1(, the canlTa-1!
axiomatic rules-system of arithmeLic that would fulfill, per your mental perception, the ideographical

equation!l( It ~ a K- X, or rtl 0 .It - X· Note that the connotations of the unknown, x.. here, are those
of the~ of a selr-confrontation, self-critique, or immanent critique -- of an internal, immanent 'self-opposition',
and of a 'self-reflexive function' seU-«aufheben» self-negation -- of the standard "Naturalll system of arithmetic;

of the nNatural Numbers" rules of reckoning/computation. l.e., the IItl!) syntactical 'self-juxtaposition',

and semantical 'self-opposition', of Ii; the ~(Jl) se1f-«Qujheben» self-negation of It. already connotes the

'seU-clicitation' and 'self-extemali7..ation'/divulgence, the self-[sJelection/self-evocation and scH-outering. of a

'precedingly' implicit, occult inherent otherness ofJi, hitherto harbored hidden and unheeded inside Il.
Since we assume at least nchaotic-, !!!!-systematic experience, and familiarity, with the totality/universe of

discourse of II - with the N • { 1, 2, 3, ... } number-(arithmos», and its ruJes of operation - we can

chaxacterize Ii as follows:

fi is the rules-system of an ,(Qr;t1I1n05» of number-ideograms ["numerals"], forming a [partially-]
ideographicallanguage of 'pure, unqualified quatJtiOers'. Let's clarify this characterization by stating that, by
way of contrast, what we mean by a 'qualified quantifier, is, (or example, the "jive" in the context of the
phrase nfive apples", where the "'quantifier''', -five-, is 'qualified' by the 'ontological qualifier, or 1l'1cind.af-beingl1l
/"'kind.af-thing'" 'qualifier' - "apples" - which is, in turn, itself '''qualltifietl'" by the, in this context,
'ontological quantifier', nftve". By a 'qualified quantifier' we also mean,. for example, the nthree- in the context
of the phrase -three inches-, wherein the "'quantifier''', -fhree-, is 'qualifietl' by the 'mrlrical qualifier', or
'"units-of-measure''' 'qualifier, "inches", which i.., in turn,. '"quantified''' by the, in this context, 'metrical
quantifier', -three-.

So, we have it that fi, or ~ali' denotes the rules-system of a kind of number-idea, or 'ideo-ontology', and of
an arithmetical ideography, or system of numerals, { 1, 2, 3, ... }, which can be characterized as u i.e.,
'"qualified''' as -- an «arithmoS)1 of 'pure, u!1fIualified quantifiers'.

Given that 'character-ization' of fl. or of ~a.t1, then perhaps the connotations "'intended lll by AJi, or by KgM,
A

or by !It H. • e It, or by ~.H G Jl, should be those of the 'ideo-ontologicaJ' opposite of It, or of gli - of
the complete, relative contrary, or negation, of its descriptors, the result of the determinate negation with
respect to the entire effect of the combination of the two determinations. namely 'unqualified' and 'quantifias',
of that description - thus, that of an arithmetic of 'pure, uPJ!IuanNfied qualifiers'. Moreover, to be conceived

as the outering of the '''self-other''', the "'immanent other''', the 'self-dual', 'inner dual', or 'intra-dual' of II. this

llIother''', .naltemative'" system of arithmetic, All" must still have something 'seU-essence-ial' in common with

II. We hold that 6tl must be, like Hr 'Peanic' - compliant with the -first order" su[)-.system of the Peano
Postulates, the axioms for IIINatural'" arithmetic that were devised by Giuseppe Peano, circa 1889 C.E., so as

to make ft, denoting the higher-than-first·onler "'Natural tlt arithmetic-system, deductively derivable from

them. We hold, in particuJar, that the AN, "'space'" [or IIIset'''] of !meta-numerals' component of All must

be a succession/ progression of 'pure, unquantified qualifiers', and one which is 'Qualo-Peanic', just as the N, a
succession/progression of '1m!£, unqualified qualltifiers', is 'Quant~PeQnic' [ror more on the 'QuA1I>-Plmriclty' 01 the

'metil.-nurnerol1s' of the Alt ;uiUunetic., see H. de Nl"IIlOfl'5, Salppkmacl:$ to the F.~Q..lntrol:luctoryuNa. Supplement A. p. A&].
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The 'Peano-compliance' of the 6N together with the 'ideo-ontological' difference, or "'qualitative mcqualityUl,

between N and lOIN -- N t AN -- renders lOIN a '''Non-Standard Model of the Natural Numbers"', N.

One category/system of arithmetic that fulfils all of the above-noted criteria is none other than.Q itself.

We therefore arrive at the hypothesis that: !!Q, - It' - .tl. rlI>-' lOoK - Ii rlI>-' Q.

-
-

-
-

(3.5) Step v. 'Re-seH-iterate' lhe result of the previous 'self-iteration', for T _ 2.

M 11 1
Next, for our fifth slep, Jel us !!!-iterate the "Q, • ( It D - (It I - Itelt • ~ef! • (Ii" Q I result,
ofourfirst[seJf-]iteration,lhusfon- 2,toUl..QI -Ut..Qle(It .. QI • ~e(N"QI.

(Ii ..QI rlI>-' 101 ( Ii .. Ql, applying the commulation rule of Q addition twice'--

Write: ~ - 2 .. Kg, - IiQ, • (f! I" - (Ii D' - UI'D' - Ut..QD'

(!i"lille(It .. QD • (It ..QDHl ..QD • ~Ul .. ljll· (Ul .. ljll" iOl(Ii ..QH

U It .. ljll" (QUID .. ljl( ljl HI - UIt .. QD .. U 1t .. llg"" I" (Q .. till ( Q In

( It••Q .. Ilg"".. "goo I • (Ii ..ltgg.. !!gllll" IIg"" I • (""gil. .. llgllll .. ll.gllllli .. ll.g_1

( first thesis {- ( first thesis l"- (first thesis I' - ( first thesis' I'

( first thesis .. first contra-thesis I'

( first thesis .. first contra-thesis le( first thesis. first contra-thesis)

( first thesis .. first contra-thesis I( first thesis .. first contra-thesis I

~( first thesis .. first contra-thesis D

c« arithmetic-thesis $ arithmetic contra-thesis n$ 6( arithmetic-thesis $ arithmetic contra-thesis))

«« arithmeti!<\ • contra arithmetic, ) • «contr.arlthmeticl • «,r1thmetic, ~ CD contra-arithmetic, • «tootri=arithmetic, nn
A A

.arithmetic.J • contra-arlthmlltltcl. ED (.dthm'tiCI EDR_I.-,) CD (contra-arithmetic, • 0_...... 001 •. .-w e
' ••

A A
•• ,rtthmetic, CD contra-arithmetic, • arithmetic, • 11----.,._.• cootra-arithmeti~ • 9--1'---1)

•

-
-
•
•

•
•

-
-
-

A A
• ,rIthmttic,. 'ritt!metjc, CD C9ntrJ.aritbmetic. • CQ!!tI'a:.arithmetic•• 0,.... _ •. _ ••9--"-1) •

( ·th· tra'· h . A Aan metIc1. can -ant metic1. Rcomr.,rithmetic1' arithmetic1 • Rc:ontra-arithmetic1' contra-arithmed~ • •

• thesis1 • contra-thesis1 • hybrid[ contra-thesis1; thesis1] CD contra-thesisd •

• stand.rd "natu@IM arithmetic. non-standard MnaturalMarithmetic. hybrid nOQ:standard\stand~rd arithmetic. contra'_,rithmetlc.. •

«Standard -Natura1M Arithmetic Generic Qyantifierldeoqraphy ...... Ontological Qualifier Dialectic" IdtoqrlRhyrl&-' 'I ......... ?? ..
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- [91 ] - [g1 III g2]

J\ A A A

- g1 III g2]1111 00:g1 III g2]1

-
-
-

J\
(3.6) Step vi. Consider the possible meanings of the resulting ne term, ·gned to 93,

e have thus already connotatively 'semantifieJf -

• 6 J\
• -g

as Q, and, more specificall: , as .8.Q, given the initial, connotati 'emantificaticm' of --

A

-gil .- - J\
g1

J\
- that wa upplied by OUT assigning !J1 to = for the «arche» of our model of this dialectic of dialectical
ideographies. Om next, . th, ta k is to work out the identity of, i.e., to 'semantify', what we notated above a

1., the result of the following 'comwtatioe calculation', 'ideo-ontological calculation', 'semantic calculation', or
'purely-qualitative calmlation', symbolized ideographically by --

~_ NA It.A C A A A A A A A A A It.
-Yml QfK1l e • -gg @ -g a -Ytt· g~ e gQli e 9 - g2 g1 S g1 - g1 III g2+1 S 91 - g3

A fiA
- given, and on the basis of, the 'semantificaHons' already achieved for -g as well as for -gH,.

J\
ate that, -g connotes the '''subsumption lll of N by Q, which process is also, equivalently, symbolized by -

-- a 'uni-thesis' of thesis, ali' & 'contra-thesis', ~aQ,. fit to '''solve for'" the [qualitative1 meaning of X _ tlgQH..
It.

Thus, X, or -gQJ:i.. connotes something -- a !!!!£ system of rules of a new kind of dialectical ideography, with
a new 'ideo-ontology' of 'meta-numbers', with their own, new kind of 'meta-numerals' -- thus including a new
'''population'''/«arithmos» of unils/ «monads», a new II 'space'" of 'dialectors' - that somehow combines the

'meta-numbers' of ti.Q with the "'standard numbers'" of JtL into a new species of 'meta-nmnber' j'dialector'. Doing

so, the X - Mg 'uni-thesis' would constitute, indeed, a new category of dialectical arithmetic, involving a
new quality of 'ideo-ontological' 'fl idea-objects lll

, which would - if we hold to the idea that the higher units,
or uniti , of a 're-uni-ficaLion thesis', or 'uni-thesis', «arithmos)} should represent a I"complex unity'" of the units
of the "'th &" «arithmos» and of the 'contra-thesis' «arithmos» -- should represent a lI'complex unity'" of the

A
erstwhile opposites, and Q, including of their typical numerals, n E , and On E g. While combining, into

. A ~

a new, '"higher''' unity, the opposite qualities of -gft & -yg, we might also expect that the resulting~
system of dialectical arithmetic, its 'meta-numbers' and its 'meta-numerals', would therefore also differ

qualitatively, not merely quantitative! , from those of both the • -g and the Q.~ arithmetics. That
A KA ~ Mit. -

might xpect tha t Ii t ""'!I..aH. f ----Ye· oreaver, we might expect =gQH, and its components, to
'contrari e' - to be opposite to - each of its 'ideo-ontological' prede ; both of its predeces (IT 'ideo-ontologies'
of [[prot ]tlialectical] arithmetical idfOgruphy / ideographie ofarithmetic / ideographies of 'meta-mtmbers'.
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Let u therefore try out the following hypothesis to 'till thisbiU" of particular. Suppose that tlaOH should

connote the "'real subsumption"' of = by.Q in a way that the mere non-reductive sum', t lI.a , cannot.

We might view the "'non-amalgamative sum"', «_•a ~, as constituting m Tel a '''formal subsumptum'" of

b Q, b way of the mere pr ence of Q in that um, as a supercession/«allfhebe1l» self-negation of _. The
A

m ~ should be a II'rea I sllbsumption'" of _ b .Q in the form of a new rul - ystem, unprecedented in

this elf-progression of rules-systems before 1:' • 2. It should role the of an «urithmo {of an
a emblage/e1 emble/multiplidty/population/space/set] of lmeta-mlmber unit[ie]5, or «monads»), a h of

which, like the n at-ural umber of _ but unlik the 'meta- atural Numbers' of g, semanticaUy contains
explicit, 'full-multiplicity' significance" not confined to unit-interval, either 1 or 0, ALL or OTHI G

A
connotations. Also, each -gmt. 'meta-number', like the '?!1£l!- atural umbers' of g, but unlike the' atural

Number" of It, should also contain explicit 'ontological qualification'. Pursuant to such a system oj arithmetic,
let us consider a "space" or «arithmos», of 'meta-number' units/symbols, each of which contains, and combines
or unifies, both a 'quantifier (£Q-lfactor' and an Iontological] 'qualifier IfQ-lfactor', forming a new, Icomplexed',
or IIlcompounded'" 'ideo-entity', which is the "'product! I! of these two, qualitatively different lfQ-lfactors; a new
whole, which is neither a 'pure qualifier', alone, like the 'meta-numbers' of Q, nor a '''pure quantifier", alone, like

the tanda:rd numbers of!!. This new species of 'meta-number', native to ~aQlll would constitute a category of
'quanta-qualitative', or, equally, of 'qualD-quantitative' arithmetical 'dea-entities', expressed ideographically.

A
Coniecture. Thus, the following 'ideo-constructIion], may "fill the bill. First, since we now expect to
denote" as the "'first yni-thesi III stem of the y tern of dialectical ideography, a system of 'meta-tmmerals'

arithmetic, that ynifies It-like "'quantification'" with Q-like 'qualification', let u use the letter y to designate
the omponents of the generic 'meta-numerals' of this new dialectical-arithmetical system. Let U 0

d ignate this new system, as a hole, as a unit, by U: !taCH. U. 11ris rule -sy tem is denoted b a doubl -
under ed mbal. We denote its 'meta-number' "arithmos», or "'spaat", b a singly-underscored symbol, u.
Let u then endea or to con truct the generic'meta-ttwneral variable of this new rules-system for dialectical
arithm tic, by combining, within itseU, in "'generalized multiplication'" or "'prodUct''', fashion, and for each of its

possible 'meta-number' values, a full-multiplicity-valued -- in the .first instance, here, an N-valued, N-like -
A

quantifier, generically denoted by un('t), with a a.-like 'ontological qualifier', generically denoted by Iln:
For every n in N ['In EN], and for every't' in N [V't EN] such that un("t) is also in N [Vun("t) EN] --

A A

Un('t)18I1ln is also in y, or, Un('t)I8ID.n

A

The 'omicron headdress', '0', of the 'ontological qualifier co-factor', a,., follows Diophantus of Alexandria'
o

u age, circa 250 C.E., of M as a syncopated abbreviation for the Greek word «MQna~», for «nlQ.nad», or
"urn I to denote the generic qualitative unit in his proro-ideographic arithmetical and algebraic treatise, the

A

<<Aritmnetike». This '0' is our dialectical-ideographic "'diacritical mark''', used to indicate that the Iln~ unlik th
A A A A A A A

gn' are 'quantifiable', i.e., that, contrary to the case with Q, wherein gn IB gn - n' with.u., an IB an - 2«".
A A A

The 'caret headdress', .A., of ~, signifies, as it docs also with gn' that Iln is a 1!!llit-qualifW, represented

'''analytical-geometrically"' by a unit-length directed line-segment in the U 'dialectOT pace'.

A A A 2 A A

The underscore, '_', signifies, as also for gil' that an is 'contra-Boolean' in 'self-multiplication': ~n - ~2.n t ~n.
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Analytical-geometTically, in the U 'dialedor space'. this translates to: Yn 1. Y.n; asserting that
"z " A

perpendicular to 6.n - Ikn; that the "'arrow-head'" of the G..zn tlUnit_length arrow'" points/is directed in[to] a

" "different dimension than is a.,. Note here that the 'quatttifiability', or 'addibility'. of the ~n 'ontological

"qualifiers', in contradistinction to the 'u~ntiftability', or 'unaddilJility. of the An 'ontological qualifiers', works
a subtle shift in the meaning of the units of 'ontological qualificatio,,' ~tween these two systems of 'ontological
qualifier dialectical arithmetic.

"Among the 'ontological qunlifier units', or «mmladsn, of the type Ok' Vk E N, each value of the generic Q
A

'meta-number, e.g., the value for k - 2, namely, Oz' can denote the whole, entire otttological category

" "assigned to Az' a! ~ [categorial] unit. Alternatively, e.g., Az ca'n also denote, ambiguously, a generic,
representative individual, a typical unit, or «monadn, belonging to the «.arithmoslO of the otttological category

"assigned to, and cOlUloted by, that value. Recalling our first example, in which Az was assigned to the
A" A

ontological category of "'~b-atomic particles"', if we write Az - As. §., then As might denote either the
entire cosmo[-onto-]logical category of all '§.ub-atomic «monndslO', 2!: just a single !ub-atomic "particle·, such
as a single proton, representative of that category -- all depending upon the context of usage.

" " "However, when we move on to using ~z - 3.., then the 'quantifiability' or 'addibility' of ~ as a new symbol
for the ontological category of '§.ub-atomic <,monads»)" requires a conceptual/ semantic adjustment. The

"symbol ~ must now denote a single unit of the ontological category !. a single §.ub-atomic ~particle'. and

"2~ must denote two units belonging within the category §., e.g., two protons, or two neutrons, or one neutron
and one proton, and so on.

"Each ~ denotes, not the kth possible otttological category, system, or «arithmos» of the ontology of the
universe of discourse being modeled using u.. comprising the totality -- and collective unity, or whole - of the

"units or «",0"ad5» "'populating''' that category, system, or l<aritltmos». Rather, on the contrary, each ~k
denotes any single "logical individuar of the "'population'" of logical individuals "'populating'" that category.
Thus, if our model holds that, during epoch 1:'/1' of the historical dialectic of nature, there were an average of

550,000 photons moving through a certain liter volume of space, with a1 - l. the 'cosmo-o"tological

" "category' of pre-nuclear "particles·, we could write U1('t'*)~1 - (550,OOO)ft1 to describe the pre-nuclear/-

photonic ontologiCJll cnntenls of that liter volume of space during epoch't'*, asserting the average of 550,000

pre-nuclear ·particle· units, in the form of photons, in lhat volume. We might still assign the first 'ontd, as a
A

whole, to (11' and assert that such pre-nuclear ·particles· were a possible 'eristanf of epoch 'C... by writing:

91 - n c n~ ,wherein' C' denotes the phrase 'is contained in' in a generalized, 'tTans-set-theorctical' sense.
•

The meaning of the individual'unit·qualiOer meta-numerals', constituent of the sets, or spaces, Q and y.. in

"the transition from II vs. g, to Y, thus revises itself. Each 'ontic qualifier' symbol Ak in Q denotes a unique

"ontic category as a whole. Multiplicity would be meaningless. Each 'antic qualifid symbollLc in U denotes one

A "
single, individual unit of the kth type of being. e.g., of category Ilk' Thus, for 1L for the lL., full N-type

multiplicity, or quantification beyond the unit-interval's 1 or 0, ALL or NOTHING kind, is meaningful.•
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Thus, per OUI model of Example 1., g4 ... !. ga in nQ2 stands for the entire 'ontological category' of !,tom ,
A A

as a whole/unit, whereas IL ... ~ in nU2 stands for any individual !!tOm, an individual unit, or «nwnad»,
A

of th.e 'ontological categonJ/ «arithmos» of atoms, gao

Continuing to draw from Example 1. in contrasting the capabilities of the Q and U. ideographicallangua

let us .first advance from the _ versions of Q and J.l [ pecifically denoted IlQ and tJll to the _ versions of Q
and U. [specifically denoted~ and _W, so that, in the latter,"l:' E and uw("l:') E • {O, 1, 2, 3, 4, ... }.

A A

This advance introduces the possibility that uw(-.:) - 0, and, therefore, that uw(,;)~w - O~w - Uo, wherein
Uo denotes the special "zero" - the ontological/ existential absence SlImbol, and the joint additive-iden tity/-

multiplicative-identity element, of wll. not available in l!lu.. Then, suppose that you come to the conviction
that the existence of «monads» corresponding to the connotations, for you, of the ontological category

A A
denoted g3 ... !lsn in nQ2 is not born out by the current observational and theoretical evidence of cosmology.

You could then model this conviction by moving fronl a !iQ model of the 'meta-evolution' of the cosmos -- of

the hi torical dialectic of nature u to a.u model, as follows:

Raise the '"thoughL-roncreLeness"'j'''determinateness''' of yOUI ature-mode1, b a cending from the.Q model-- n.~ -
hich posits only the po ibility of the existence/finite manifestation of actualities corresponding to OUT

A
connotations for the ymbol 9sn' from epoch'; - 2 on, to the "'higher-in-determinateness'" .u. model-

A

n(O)~
A A
o 0

- n(1)Yn. s( )Ys
A A A Ao 0 0 0

- n(2)Y.n. s(2)ys • usn(2)Ysn • a(2)Ya -
- with n(O), n(1), 5(1), n(2), s(2), usn(2), and a(2), denoting the epoch-average population-counts of the

A A A A
«monads»/"particles" of the 'ontological categories' denoted!! or Dn, and !. or 9 s' and Dsn' and ! or ga'

respectively, and for the epochs"l:' - 0, and 1: - 1, and"l:' - 2, respectively, and with the further stipulation,
A A

for all 1: E W, and, especially, for all -.: :!: 2, that we have: Usn(-':)~sn - O~sn - Uo.

Then, your model -- one that can be 'character-izcdI as a 'population state-space' model for the ontologial
It, late of nature"', and as 'meta-dynamical', because 'state-space-ially', dimensionally [self-lexpanding, and
'meta-sy tem-atic', because multi-system-ic, deployed as a sequence of epochs-as-systems in temporal
sua;e ion/diachronic progre sian, with a gTOwing number of state-variable dimensions as -.:1' - become :

A
D

n(O)y"
A A

- n(1);L.. s(1)~s
A A A A
o D 0 0

- n(2)Y.n. s(2)Y,s + 0Ysn • a(2)y. - . '" such that

A A A Ao 0 0 0
n(2)Y.n • s(2h!s • 0lAsn • a(2)Ya -

A A A
o 8 0(2)Y1l • s(2)_5. Uo + a(2hla

A A A
D D 0

- n(2)Yn + s(2)Y,s • a(2)y

that Usn(';) - 0,

and also uch that n(2) > 0, and s(2) > 0, and a(2) > 0, plus, indeed, for every epoch -.: in , that n(,;) > 0,

and,for every epoch"l:' > 0, that 5(';) > 0, and jor e-oery epoch -.: > 1, that a(,;) > 0, but,jor every epoch'; in

2JA A

+J ~sn & ~ Dsn.
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Indeed, what we have in this Jl formulation of the dialectic of nature can be visualized as 'a progressive march
of the hitherto unmanifest into manifestation', and, obversely, as 'a progressive aa:umulation of diverse ontolOgy'.
That is, if you accept, provisionally, as empiricaUy apt, the "'lockstep'" order of mD.nifestation, and of
'cohortization', or ·companionship"', of mD.nifestation, of the 'OlltOS', per the .Q model, into your II model, we

A A

have, with m or gm' & Gm, all referring to the 'onto' of molecules, Le., of 'mela-!toms' made up out of!.toms -

It It A It A

• a{~)~•• u,"{~)!\." • u..(~l!\.•• u.."(~l~," • m(~)!!m •...-

- which. for the first, 't - 0 epoch, would then become -- .... -

Uo •••• -

a
OYm •••• -

a
• m{O)Ym

u, •

a
0!!un •

u, •

A

oll.. •

u, •

a0Yan.
A
o

OYa •

u, •

A

a{Ol!\.

•

A

O~" •

u,

a
OY.s •

u, •

a
• s{O)!!s •

a
n(Ol!!n •

a
n(Ol!!n •

A

n(Ol~

A

n(O)~"

- and which, for the second, 't _ 1 epoch, would then become -

n(1)t • S{1l~•• •... -•... -a
• m(1)Ym

A

O~" ••
A

Oll..a
OYan·

A A

.U,"(1l~," • u..(1lU...

a
°Msn •

A A

U,"(1)~" • a(1)~.

• s(1)fi. •
A
o

n(1l!!n

n(1)t • S{1l~•• u, • u, • u, • u, • u, • Uo •••• -

A

• s(1)~

- and which, for 't - 2, 'stales' tile ontological COl1tent of the third epoch of this 'meta-mo"adology', this adl1ancing
'cumulum' of systems of'[meta-]ontos' made up out of [meta-]«I1IOIJads», as u

A

• a{2l!\. .... -u,

A
o

OYm •••• -

A

m(2)!!m •... -

•u,

ol" •aOy., •

u, •

A
oOYan •

u, ••
•

A

a(2)!\.

A

• a{2l!\.

A

• U,"{2l~" •

a
• u,"(2)ll,"

a
• s(2)!!•

A

• s(2)~
A

n(2l~

A

n(2)~

A A A A

n(2)1ln • s(2)a.a • usn(2)~n • a(2)~a. But the llianguage transcends this "lockstep" limitation of the

Q language. The U language is nol limited to either '''pure quantification lll
, as is the II language, or to 'pure

qualification', as is the .Q language, but rather combines 'ontological qualification' with 'ontological
quantification!, so that, by a suitable [re-]deployment of the zeros of the Uk('t) quantifier-ftmctio"s, or epochal

A

population-functions, !£!1l. epochal order of appearance/order of manifestation of the 'ontological categories', tk
of this '''dialectic of naturelll model can be encoded so that the actual, empirical order is always expressible.
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A
(3.7) Step vii. Consider the possible meanings of the resulting ne term, assigned to !t4'

e have thus already connotatively I emantified'-

as Q, and, more specifically, as ~.Q., given thc initial connotative 'semantification' of l!gli • N ..

A
that wa upplied by our assigning !t1 to as the «arche» of OUT model of this dialectic of dialectical
ideographi Our next, seventh, an , for this exposition, final, ta k' to 'semantifi -

• QQeQ • • 6.Q

- given, and on the basis of, the 'semantificatiofls' already de 'ded for tlg_, &for ltg H-A, as well as for -gIl'

A A Nil. A
That is, having become convinced, under the assumption that !ttl. It .. !t1' that -!lItH. - 112 1 best

filA A - -
attributed tog, and that-gQH. - Q3 i best attributed to ~ we need to dctermine an intuitively -
connotati ely and denotatively - atisfying, and therefore al 0 'erpositionally'/ pedagogically advantageous

'semantic value', 'meaning- alue', or 'intension" for the I ynonymic' symbols ?? 6« QQ), !!Q.QQ, and AQ,
arising from the - 'contra-Boolean' - 'categorial computation':

olve for _ in the 'pure-qualitative', 'pure-ontological', 'contra-Boolean' algebraic equation I!gg2 e I!gQ - '.

z't
Suppoe e have noted a pattern, instantiated 0 far in our '"expansionlll of 4N) part-way, through'; - 2.

Suppose further that one part of this pattern is containe in this observation: a value !!Q~ who e 'post

~t' value, Z, involves an~ number of repetitions of the <<aTchi», _ connotes an arithmetic/algebra

of ''!!!!!{UJlnti..fiable pure qualifiers', as does, in the second, "t - 2, epoch, the ca e of g2" ligltlt • N~g • Q..

Suppa e that the oUler part of this pattern is contained in the observation that a value ttg~ whose 'post

subscript' value, Z, involves an odd number of repetitions of the «arc1w», _ connotes either (1) an
arithmetic/ algebra of, either '1!J!:!!1 'Ut!'fualified qrulntifiers', a does, in the very first,,; - 0, epoch, the case of
A C
Qt .. -Y - II., for the '<<aTchi»' odd number 1, or (2) an arithmetic/algebra of 'qualifiable quantifier " and,

- A A A
equally, of 'quantifiable qUillifiers', as does,:in the third,,; - 2 epoch, the case of!t3 - - NNN - -.u.,
for the next/second odd number, 3.

A A C
This pattern might lead us to the conjecture that the 114 - gH..H..H..K - HQ.Q. - _ arithmetic/ algebra should
connote yet another, new kind of 'unquantifiable', or 'pure-qualifier', dialectical ideography. The

~gltf!l. gQ..Q aritlunetic/ algebra has already been interpreted as one of 'ontological qualifiers', or for
'ontological qualification'. What other kinds/species of 'qualifiers' and of 'qualification' are there, in our
experience of this "'universe of discourse"', or lUtotalif!/", of 'quant qualifying', or 'qualo-quantifying', language?
What other '''type '" of 'numeralic' "qualitative uni "' or qualitative «monads» must e e oke 
ideographically and arithmetically/algebraically - in ord r to progressively construct ever more full f.richly
quanta-qualitative, or ~-quantitative,ideographicallanguages, able to express the thought-concreteness
of the experienced totalities -- including of the experienced tota.lity of the extant applied mathematics - that
we may so far know "chaotically" [d, arx], but not yet "'51/ tem-atical1ylll [or'meta-svstem-atically]?
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The following list of 'ideo-ontological' CQtegories of [potential] qualifie.r unitlieh, or «moIJads», comes to mind:

[1. ontological qualifiers];

2. metrical qualifiers;

3.a. state-variable 'identity-tag' qualifiers;

3.b. control-parameter 'identity-tag' qualifiers;

4. system & «genos» 'identity-tag' qualifiers [alternatively: sub-system & species identification qualifiers];

5. 5UpeT.-system/~'per-«genos» qualifiers [or system-w/-explidt·su~stems/«ge.nos»-w/-expIidl-species qualijiers];

We hold that the next-more-"'concrete llt/next-more-"'complex'" Corm of 'qualification', after 'kind-qualifiCQtion', or
'oIJtologicul qualification', is 'metrical qualification', We hold that next higher category of '"qualifiers'" - next
higher in thought-cOlnplcxity/ thought-eoncreteness/ determinateness -- after that of the 'ontological qualifiers'
of Q.. is that species of the ((genos» of Ulqualifiers'" known herein as m",etrical qwl1ifiers"'.

Thus, for example, a standard «monad», or unit. for the measurement of physical-spatial extent, or -!:ength-,
denoted L, is the -senlimetcr", denoted/abbreviated/syncopated by -cm.-. likewise, a standard «nwnad..
for the measurement of weight, ·Mass·, denoted M, is the ~gram·, abbreviated "gm.". Finally, a standard
metrical «monad» for the measurement of!ime, denoted T, is the "second", denoted nsec.".

Note thal all of these 'metrical qualifier «monads»' are 'contra-Boolean', i.e" follow the same 'squaring rule' as
1\2 81

do the Q '!!.!11if.qualifter «mot/ads»' -- and "'solve lll/,,'satisfy'" a similar contra-Boolean 'inequation'- & t x:

1 1 2 2 1 2em. x em. - em.; em. {: em., and cm.
:. square-centimeter - cm.2 t em.1

_

121.. em.; and em. :} cm.;
linear-centimeter, or: 0 t I;

1 1 2gm. x gm. - gm.;
:. square-gram -

2gm.
2gm.

1 2 1 2{. gm., and gm. .. gm., and gm.

t gm' - linear-gram.
:} gm';

1 1 2sec. x sec. _ sec.;

:. square-second -

2sec.
2sec.

1 2 1 2
1= sec., and sec. "" sec., and sec.

t see.
1

- linear-second.

1:} sec.;

So; we model ligaa. - X as lig., _ M" the initial arithmetic/algebra of the series of the next three
- - '"arithmetics/algebras of new mqualifiers'n, which we interpret as arithmetics/algebras of 'metricnl qualifiers',

presented/grasped, initially, as a special class/sub-species, of 'ontological qualifiers', and as a new, second

'contra-thesis' to fi, and as a new, first 'contra-thesis' to !!Q .ligg:

We halt this meta-systematic dialectical presentation here; because the further exposition/construction/
development of the 'ideo-meta-system' of the syste.In4 of dialectical ideography - of the syste~of dialectical

A "algebra/arithmetic - would take us beyond l. - 114, i.e., beyond~ - ~ • (Ii., and therefore
beyond the scope of lhis Brief. [The fuller instantiation of the 'meta-systEmatic dialectical' method of presentation for
this'ideo-meta-system' belongs to the third part of Dia1ecticalldeograp1ly, entitled 'The Arithmetics ofMeta-Evolution'].
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Scholium 3.7 - One may use the Q. rules to organize, and to re-conslruct "'system-atically"', onets
contemporaneous, -chaotiC' [ef. Marx] experience of a given [sub-]totality. One may also, pe:rhaps, use those
rules to help discern, or to reconstruct, and thereby to 'retrcrdict', unrecorded or overlooked ontological
constituents of that [sub-]tolality's past self-manifestations. Most ambitiously of all, one may essay to apply
the Q rules-system to 'rn-cognizet never previously experienced anticipations/'pre-constnlctions', 'pre-visions',
or 'pre-imaginations' - and Htpre-dictions'" - of that [sub-]totality's future ontological constituents. These arise
as the possible temporal sell-prolongations, or diachronic 'self-extentions', that its past-lhrough-present 'meta
states' already outo-Iogically imJ2.1Y. as their own temporal, historical entailments. Whenever one engages in such
cognitive activities - "seeding the douds" of one's latent, "chaotic", or infelicitously-ordered experience and
knowledge to precipitate insights into the systematic structure of one's present, past, and potential future
experience of a given [sub-]totality -- one is, at least implicitly, entertaining, and acting in alignment and in
consistency with, a certain, dialectical hypothesis. That hypothesis holds that the sub-totality in question is
ordered -- is diachronically/historically, and/or synchronically/system-aticaJly self-deployed - as a dialectiClll
«species» of the dialectical «genoSl+ oC the dialectic itself. That is, this hypothesis holds that the sub-totality in
question self-deploys as an «aufheben», 'qual0·Peanic, archeonic consecuum-cumulum' of ontological
categories/syst~ms, together forming/constituting a single. and a singular, 'meta-system'; a dialectical, Le., a

'meta-dynamicalt, 'meta-evolving', 'diachronic meta-system'/'synchronic superw-system' [W E WI hybrid; in
short, a 'meta-super-system'. As such, that sub-totality is expected to exhibit the following, generic, joint,
diachronicJmeta-system-ic/ / synchronic/~-sysl'cm-ic sequence of series. succession of series, or progreSSion of
hetcrogeneous/non-reductionist/evolute series, as its tmulti-meta-ontological', 'multi-meta-monadic, and also
tmeta-monadological' and mUlti-super-system-ic 'consecuum-cumulum', as the temporal epoch index, 1:', rises in
meta-super-system . For the 'contra-thesis' sub-sequence only --,

meta-super-systemo - system1 - «arche))-system - supero-system;

meta-super-system1 - system1 + super1-system - system1 + system~

meta-super-system2 - system1 + super1.system ...+... supe~-system;

meta-super-system3 - system1 + super1.system ...+... supe,-2-system ...+... super-system;

t t -t _It "tmeta-super-sys e!!!-c-. - sys em1... super -sys em ... super -sys em ... super -sys em

-- so that. for W iit 1, each 'confTaW-thesis' successor super-system, superw+1-system, or super-system ViI'
2

«aufhebe,,» "'contains"'/ltlconserves"', or is a [seif-]subsumption of, its '[contTaw-]thesis' predecessor-system:

superW-system, or super-system w
2

Thus, to cite some later epochs of our first example, of the historical dialectic of nature, suppose we take, as
our 'Nature-at' [super-]systems, the units or «monads". of the populations, or "'«arithmoi»"', to which the Q
'ontological qualifiers' of that model refer, denoting the 'ontological calegories' possibly extant/instantiated in the
successive epochs of the history of nature. Then individual molecules, identified as individual 'molecular
systems', «auflteben»-contain their predecessor systems, individual atoms, identified as individual 'atomic
systems', and, these 'atom-systems', each. in tum, «auJheben»-contain their predecessor systems, individual
sub-/pre-atomic "particles", identified as individual 'sub-atomic particle systems', Thus, were we to take the
latter, 'sub-/pre-atomic "particles" systems' as compriSing our '((nrcIJc»-system' category, then that self-same
'sub-/pre-atomic tTparticles" systems' category would be our system1, the 'atomic systems' category would be

our super' -system, and the individual 'molecular systems' category would be our super-system--

sYstem, + super1-system ...+... 15upe,-2-system - sub-atomic systems + atomic sy15teme...+...molecular systems
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- or, for example, if we re-describe OUI super-system category, for molecular systems, as, simply, the
system category, then the systems of that system category u.aufheben..-·contain" atomic systems as their

immediate SUb-systems, or sub1-systems, and therefore also "contain" sub-atomic systems as their
'"once-removed''' or sub2-systems, i.e., sub(sub1-systems, and so on.

Thus, a super4.system is a 'synchronic meta-fractar self-structuring, a sub-totality, explicitly described as a
4-super-level 'super.organism', involving a crowning (4) '!>'Uper-super.super-super-systcm', containing, and made
!:!2 out Qf., a heterogeneous mulh'plicity of sub-super-super-super-super-systems, or (3) of super-super-super
systems, Le., of superJ-systems, wherein each of the latter contains. and is made !&E. aut rt a heterogeneous
multiplidty of sUb-super-super-super-systems, or (2) of super-super-systems, i.e., of super-systems, each
containing, and made !ill oui 9.£ a heterogeneous multiplicity of su!J.super.super-syslems, Le., (1) made mz out gJ
super-systems, Le., sup~systems, each of which, in tum, contains, and is made !1JZ. out 9f, a heterogeneous
multiplidty of sUb-super-systems, or (0) of systems, Le., of supero-systems, this "system" level being the base,
or t<Jtrdre», level, the lorigin-aI' level that is explicitly rendered/described in such a, super4-system, model.
Alternatively, we can re-describe a super4-system as a sub4-svstem: as, again, a 'synchronic meta-fradal',
or scale-regressed qualitative self-Similarity stnJcture, a sub-totality, explicitly described as a 4-sub-Ieve1
'super-organism', involving a crowning, or top-level. (0) 'system', or subo-system, containing, and made !!l2.
oul g£ a heterogeneous multiplidty (1) of sub-systems, i.e., of sub(systems, wherein each of the latter
contains, and is made !ill. emt Q[, a heterogeneous multiplicity of sub-sub-systems, or (2) of sub2-systems, each
in turn containinz, and made "ill! Dill 9£ a heteroge~/eotls multiplicity of sub-sub-sub-, or (3) of sub3.systems.
each of which, in tum, contains. and is made W2. Ollt 9£ a heterogeneous multiplicity of sub-sub--sub-sllb-systems,
or (4) of sub4-systems, this final, "sub4-systems", level being Lhe base, or «arc1,,,», level, that is explicitly
rendered/described in such a, sub4-system. model.

"The later, higher-';, epoch 't" > 3 self-iterates in the «.K b series/ sequence of this, our third, example,
elaborate a dialectical-ideographic syntax for explidtly "'describing lU

, or quaIo-quantitatively modeling, as such,
such 'meta-evolving', 'meta-dynamicar 'meta-super-slJ.stems l

, including the successive/progressive evocation of
quantifiable 'qualifier meta-numerals' for meta-supero-systems, mela.super1-sysfems, meta-super1-super1-svstems,
meta-super

3
-systems, and beyond, specifically, via the ,I!,. y~ Ill!- and II!, dialectical arithmetics, respectively.

The 'syntactical selfs/metllrillg' of their successive/progressive "gu.alifier meta-numerals' mirrors the above-described
'mefa.-frad:JJ1 self-structuring of the sub-totalities that they are designed to 'w.nguify'. That is, the syntactical structure of
those 'meta-numerals' is als(l 'm£ta-jractaf. This slIUcture is that of an iterated, nested scall:!-regress of'sub-script-aliotls',
or of a 'pllre-allalitatille' or 'quutlllMfualitative' lfinitely-]continucd fraction, i.e., a scaJe regress of nested
'''denominaliolls''', or 'dellominatorizntiolls'.

"Consider, for instance, lhc generic 'beta mt!ta-J/lun.erar for that"t-epoch in which the explicit «It) language for "'[meta-Jdymzmiur",
"'[meta-polDing''', 'mt!ta-sup~,o-systems' appears - namely, that of the language denoted.,~or ft.. That 'bd:a m~ta-Ilumn-ar takes a
MfIo.roeeneous, non-amaIgamative, non·reductionisl sum of the 'alpha m~ta·1Ium£rals' of its predecessor language, denoted~ or Sl- as
its subscript,. or as ils denominator, und@T the geN!rali:ted, qualo-quantifative fraction-bar. The 4 or S!, language is a language
limited lo expressing stQte-tJQriabl£s and cmEtrol-paramt!f~rs. Heterogeneous, non-amalgamative sums of epoch-varying values of those
st.ate-?Jariabln and cantrol-parameters. can :. model the "t-t'J'OCh average values, or "'attractor"'-values. of the '"stalc-{control.Jvector'''
"'[mcta-]state'" of a 'mda-superO-sysum' being modeled thereby. The generic 'gamma meta-Ilumeral' of the language dP.noted ,,*, or 1
designed for the explicit description of 'meta_super1--system.If'. takes, as its denominator, heterogeneous sums of ,.11 or Ii 'm~ta

lIumn-als', each representing a different 'mtta_~O--system', and denoting thf:reby the modeled '"su~systems''' of the modeled
'meta-super'-system', wherein each such 'I.!eta mda-lIumuaf has a different heterogeneous sum of 'Alpha meta-1IumerAls', in tum, as
its denominator. and so on, creating an ontologically non-reductionisl 'co-eval co-representation'. or '/lolilitic Ilotatioll', of co-existing
wholes, parts as su~wholes,sub-parls as sub-sub-wholes,...• etc., each as a qualitatively distinct, contemporaneous. irreducible level
of tmugellf [meta-jdYIIQmicQI ttlmlljuf'_tUSS, and of 'emergent ontological qualily'.

A user of the dialectical ideographies' 'ldeo-meta-[slIpe/-]system' of dialectical langung/::$ need but ndiaJ_upn, in the

"(Ii) 'ideo-graph-icaJ' language-systems' 'systems-progression' - by picking out the correct epoch, 't - that particular
dialectical language conlaining the depth ofleveLf ofexplicit 'subw-systems' resolution needed for the app/icalion at hand.
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